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TRUSTWORTHINESS
• be honest • Don't deceive cheat or steal • Be reliable- do what You say
• Rios the courage to do tire right thong • Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, mends and country
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Vintage Rose
has pattern
named for
its business
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
It might have started by coincidence, but staff cit the Vintage
Rose Emporium are still excited
about the new Vera Bradley pattern that borrows the store'•,
namesake.
The design, titled "Vintage
Rose" and featured at the
Murray store in a special event
Tuesday night, was initially created and named by the production development team at Vera
Bradley.
"...Someone realized that was
the name of one of their
Kentucky accounts, arid excitedly let my company rep know
that they were doing a Vintage
Rose pattern," said Sarah Jones,
president of C.A. Jones
Management. "He was bursting
to tell us the news, but of cow-se
couldn't say anything for quite
some time. He came to bring us
the samples in late 2008 and let
us in on the good news at that
time."
After getting the news, word
was quickly spread to the community which received it with
excitement. Jones said.
"I do expect it to sell out
quickly," she said. "We have
had so much response to our
announcement and many congratulations from customers."
The pattern itself is meant te
embrace the recent popular
trend of floral prints. Jones said.
Throw in the existing "retro"
trend and the Vintage Rose pattern emerged.

IIII See Page 2A
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McReynolds essay deadline today
Barton: This
year's theme
responsibility
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he deadline for the 2009
Steve
McReynoids
Community
Essay
Contest is 4 p.m. today
Trish Barton. the contest
chair
with
the
Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, said entries
could be dropped off at the
Murray Ledger & Times, or
could be hand-delivered to the
security desk at the Calloway
County Judicial Building. This
year's topic is "Responsibility
... Winning the Game of Life."
In addition to the Alpha
Department, sponsors include
the Steve McReynolds family,
the Character Counts Coalition
of Murray-Calloway County.
the Murray Ledger & Times
and Mayfield Printing.
Sponsors are hoping for a
large participation.
Barton said this is the second:
year for the contest, which ii;
meant to recognize the trait*
.
that mark someone of good_
character and responsibility.:
She said the January ice storm

T

TOM BERRYtedger & Times
BOOSTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative representatives Bob Hargrove, center,
and David Smart, nght, present a $10,000 check to Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation President
Mark Manning dunng a visit to Manning's office this week. The annual funds were provided by WKRECC officials to help boost
economic development efforts in Murray and Calloway County.
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Make
Special to the Ledger
he Murray and Calloway
County community will
host the 70th "Make A
Difference Day" on Saturday.
March 14, in the parking lot of
Murray State University's Roy
Stewart Stadium from 9 a.m. to
I p.m., according to Sherry
Purdom, public information
officer with the
Murray
Independent School District
Paper and cardboard of all
types, to benefit both resource
centers, will be collected. The
Lion's Club will collect eye-

T

A Difference Day' set

glasses, while the WATCH
Center will collect aluminum
cans. Court Appointed Special
Advocates (CASA) will collect
cell
phones,
and
Big
Brothers/Big Sister will have a
bin for ink jet cartridges. The
Purchase Records Destruction
Super Shredder will also be collecting paper. she said.
The police and sheriffs
department will again combine
efforts to take in prescription
drugs. Plastics, tin cans and
glass will also be gathered.
Bins will be provided for used

motor oil, clothes and small batteries. Purdom added.
For more information contact
the Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center at 7599592 or Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 7627333.
"Make A Difference Day" is
the day of helping others - a celebration of neighbors helping
neighbors, added Melony Bray.
director of Planning and
Marketing at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She, too, said many items are

collected including, phone
books, motor oil, cell phones,
clothes. A, B. C and D-size batteries. ink jet cartridges. aluminum, paper and cardboard of
all kinds, plastic, tin cans and
glass.
"Also available, will be a
shredder for up to 51 pounds of
paper per person. The Murray
Police Department and the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department will be on-site to
collect expired or unused pre-

See Page 2A

asks fof
more federal help
tor storm damage

&shear

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear has asked the feder- •
al govenunent to assist residents whose homes and
property sustained severe
damages during the January
winter storm.
The letter sent out last
week is asking for Individual assistance for residents
in 103 of Kentucky's 120
counties.

•See Page 2A
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Goodwill to accept
donations Saturday

Dan Forecast
By The

Associated Press

Wednesday,..Mostly cloudy.
A chance of sprinkles or light
sleet in the morning. Highs in
the lower 40s
Wednesday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows around 30.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
snow Highs in the mid 30s
night...Mostly
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of snow. Lows in the upper 20s.
Friday...Panty sunny. Highs
in the upper 40s
night...Mostly
Friday
cloudy Lows in the mid 30s
Saturday—Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of rain
Highs in the mid 50s
Saturday night...Showers
likely. Lows in the mid 40s.
Chance of precipitation 60 percent.
Sunday...Mostly cloudy
SPONSORED BY

KYSEH LOUGH/Ledger & Times
HEALTH SCREENING: Pictured left. Angela Owens, a senior Exercise Science with emphasis in Wetness major from Paris, Tenn., checks the blood pressure of Jeannie Sieting, an
employee in Facilities Management. During the Murray State University Spring Health
Awareness and Screening Fair Wednesday, employees of the university were invited to participate in a number of health screenings.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray's soon-to-open Goodwill store will begin accepting
donations Saturday. including
children's items other than toys.
Heather Hise, communications and public relations specialist for Goodwill Industries
of Kentucky said this week that
the store will have to exempt
childrens toys and some other
items in accordance with the
Consumer Product Safety
Improvement Act (CPSIA1 but
will accept others.
"Resellers, including thrift
and consignment stores, are not
exempt from complying with
CPS1A," Elise said.
the
"Resellers are exempt from
testing for lead and phthalate

content, but they can face civil
and/or criminal penalties if they
sell children's items that do not
comply with the new lead and
phthalate standards. Because of
this, Goodwill has no choice but
to comply with the law."
Hise said the store will accept
donations of children's clothing
and other items.
"Donors do not need to do
anything differently," she said.
"Shoppers may notice fewer
children's items for sale at this
time, but donations of children's
items are still accepted by
Goodwill
Industries
of
Kentucky"
Goodwill officials expect to
replenish stock of children's
items for sale upon further guid,

MI See Page 2A
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II Goodwill ...

Kentucky

for early May. the center should
ance tiom the CPSC as more is
learned about lead and phthalate be fully operational when the
store's shelves and clothing
content in certain items
The Murray store, located on racks are stocked and the center
U.S. 641 North between is staffed and
trained which
Culver's
restaurant
and
could be expected sometime in
Baymont Inn & Suites. iN scheduled to open Saturday for dona- April.
Once opened, both the donations only. Donations to the
charity can be dropped off at the tion center and the store's regucenter from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., lar hours will
run from 9 a.m. to
Monday through Saturday
9 p.m.. Monday through
beginning March 14. Also, the
center will be accepting applica- Saturday and from noon to 6
tions to fill about 10 to 12 pro- p.m. on Sundays. Goodwill
duction
clerk
positions. accepts a variety of donations.
Goodwill stores are noted for including clothing and househiring handicapped or disadvanhold items, for resale in its
taged applicants to company
Donations are tax
stores.
jobs as part of a national effort
deductible
and receipts are
to assist the population.
Although an official grand available.
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News in Brief

opening is tentatively scheduled

From Front

Caa Tuda,a Save'

759-2575

Greg Mansfield's

0- METAL
OF MURRAY
'Storm Damage
Repair
.Gutter & Garage
Repair &
Replacement
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NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
on Thusday, March 12 at 6
p.m. at East Calloway
Elementary School. The East
Elementary academic team
and chess team will be
recongnized, along with the
Calloway County Middle
School academic team.
• The Murray Independent
Board OT Education will meet
at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Clara
Waldrop
Griffin
Humphrey Library at Murray
Middle School. On the agenda for the meeting is adoption of a mission-vision statement and motto for the district, a bid for approval of
bank services, an amendment of the district calendar
F+nd approval of graduation
dates among other actions.
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p m.
Thursday at City Hall. The
council will vote to arnmend
a resolution authorizing the
mayor to execute documents
for a grant for $380,000 for
the
Poor
Farm
Road/Industrial Park waterlIrte
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

Good Mornings
Begin With A Great
Night's Sleep!
11

Museum meals engraving hidden in Uncoln watch

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
Sarah Jones. president of C.A. Jones Management, poses
with the -Millie handbag. one of the six handbags Vera
Bradley released in the "Vintage Rose" pattern. The Millie is
Jones'favonte and shares a name with a former pet of hers

11 Vintage Rose...
From Front
"They wanted to do a 'retrochic' design to try and 'rekindle
the romance of the '30s, '40s
and '50s' with Monet-like,'bold
brush strokes of hot pink, tangerine and chartreuse roses' and

Jamison Mattresses

Made in
the USA NOW AVAILABLE AT

"I"RESa
.4IPPLIANCE
IFormerly.tfurray .ippliancr)

*
SOURCE

212 East Main Street• Murray, KY •753-1586

to enhance the dramatic Art
Deco feeling, by being outlined
with black piping," Jones said.
The design is available in six
different handbag designs,
named after the development
team's grandmothers.

•McReynolds ...
From Front
was a reminder that such people
use all around us.
-With the ice storm, so many
accepted responsibility for their
community and their neighbors," she said. "It was so heartwarming to see how people
were looking out for each
other."
The contest was created to
honor McReynolds, whom
Barton said overcame learning
disabilities and other obstacles
to become self-reliant and one
of the most well-liked people in
the community. He worked at
Murray Supply and was a
greeter at Wa!-Mart before he
died in a car accident in July
2007, she said.
"He was always positive and
was loved and respected, not
only by adults, but by many
children," Barton said.
Barton said this year's contest
also honors Missy Jenkins
Smith Smith, a Murray State
University graduate and counselor at Calloway County
Schools' Day Treatment Center,
wrote a book about her struggles
after she was paralyzed from the
chest down from injuries in a

Bunning declines to release results from poll
FRANKFORT, Ky.(.4P) — U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning is declining •
release results of an internal political poll conducted in February.
The irascible Hall of Famer swore and told reporters on a conference call Tuesday that "it's none of your ... business" what the roll
results showed.
Bunning told reporters they could infer anything they chose.
Bunning is widely considered one of the most vulnerable
Republican incumbent in next year's election. He's been elected
twice to the Senate as a Republican from Kentucky — the last time
by some 27,000 votes to a then little-known Democrat from eastenl
Kentucky.
That Democrat — Daniel Mongiardo — went on to be elected
lieutenant governor. He has announced that he intends to run against
Bunning against next year.

school shooting at Heath High
School in Paducah in 1997. Woman gets 18 years in husband's death
NEWPORT, Ky.(AP) — Lawyers have agreed to a sentence of
Barton
said
that,
like
McReynolds. she exemplified 18 years in prison for a northern Kentucky woman convicted of
responsibility because she chose killing her husband.
A Campbell County Circuit Court jury on Monday night found
to take responsibility for her
Cheryl McCafferty guilty of first-degree manslaughter in the 2007
own happiness.
The contest winners will be death of her husband, Robert McCafferty. Cheryl McCafferty
announced at a banquet at the claimed during the trial that she shot her husband in self-defense.
The Kentucky Enquirer reports that the defense and prosecution
Murray Woman's Clubhouse
agreed to the sentence on Tuesday morning.
Monday, March 23.
McCafferty waived her rights to appeal as a condition of the
Entries for grades three to five
deal. She would be eligible for parole in January 2011 under terms
must be between one to three
of the agreement.
pages and sixth-grade to adult
must be two to four pages. All Baby,
teen mother found after Amber Alert
Calloway County residents and
ALEXANDRIA, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky authonties have canMurray State University stu- celed an Amber Alert for
an infant taken from a foster home in
dents are eligible for entry. Alexandria by her noncustodial teenage mother.
Entries must be typed, doublePolice Lt. George Schreiner said that they found 6-month-old
spaced and have one-inch mar- Desiree Waddell, who was taken from the northern Kentucky fosgins. Entries must also have a ter home Monday night, with her mother and a friend at an apartcover page that states the title of ment in Boone County.
the essay or poem the name,
Police say the baby's mother. I5-year-old Chelsey Waddell, no
address and phone number of longer has legal custody of the baby. The two were found along
the author, as well as the with and a second girl, I5-year-old Summer Brewer.
author's grade and school if
Police issued the Amber Alert around 8 a.m. Tuesday and canapplicable.
celed it a couple of hours later.
Awards for the community
winners are as follows: third to
fifth-grade, $100; sixth to
eighth-grade, $150; ninth to
12th-grade. $250; adults and
MSU students. $125 for either
an essay or poetry entry.

National

News in Brief

Snow closes businesses, highway in upper Midwest

Beshear
From Front

•70th...
From Front

Beshear says in a wntten state- scription drugs. At recent Make
ment that the state is determined a Difference Days, more than 24
to pursue "every avenue of gallons of prescription drugs
potential relief' to help pay for were collected," Bray said.
"Make A Difference Day" is a
the storm damage. The statement says 30 homes were great opportunity for residents
destroyed and 26 homes were to participate in a community
event that truly makes a differdamaged severely.
ence, she added.
The devastating ice storm
Bray said information on
knocked down trees and power "Make A Difference Day"
can
lines, resulting in about 769,000 also be obtained by contacting
power outages and at least 36 Bill Wells at(270)759-1918.
deaths in the state.
The 71st "Make A Difference
One-hundred Kentucky coun- Day" will be held on Saturday,
ties are eligible for public assis- May 16.
tance to help pay for emergency
storm-related work. The estimated recovery cost is estimated Ky. company recalls
to be more than $215 million.
bacteria-tainted bird food

House approves
tax incentive plans

Great Bedding
at
Great Prices!

WASHINGTON (AP) — For nearly ISO years, 4 story has circu about a hidden Civil War message engraved inside one of
Abraham Lincoln's pocket watches. Now we know what it says.
On Tuesday at the National Museum of American History. a
watchmaker used tiny took to open the pocket watch and reveal
the message left during repairs in 1861.
The first line says: "April 13, 1861. Fort Sumter was attacked'
the rebels on the above date. J. Dillon." A second line reads:
"April 13, 1861. Thank God we have a government Jonathan
Dillon."
Dillon's story circulated among his family and friends, eventually reaching a New York Times reporter. In a 1906 article in the
paper, Dillon said he was moved to engrave a message after the
first shots of the Civil War were fired in South Carolina.
lated

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Kentucky House has
approved a tax incentive package designed to lure new businesses to Kentucky and keep
existing ones.
The plan offers tax incentives to companies that invest
large amounts of money in new
equipment or facilities in
Kentucky. Tax breaks are also
available to companies that
develop employee training programs.
It also offers tax breaks for
the film industry. Commercials,
documentaries and feature
length filmmakers who pick
Kentucky for their work could
qualify for incentives under the
plan.
The plan cleared the House
on a 96-1 vote Tuesday and
heads to the Senate for further
consideration.
Gov. Steve
Beshear's
spokesman. Jay Blanton. says
if the plan's adopted. Kentucky
would be more competitive in
attracting new businesses and
retaining existing ones.

RALEIGH. N.C.(AP) — A
Kentucky-based manufacturer
is voluntarily recalling 20pound bags of bird food after
tests revealed the presence of
Salmonella bacteria.
A
statement
released
Tuesday said tests conducted
by the N.C. Department of
Agriculture and Consumer
Services' Food and Drug
Protection Division revealed
the problem with Wild Birds
Unlimited Wildlife Blend,
made by Burkmann Feeds.
The bags carry the manufacturing
code
date
of
81132200291608 I 24. The bird
food is sold exclusively at Wild
Birds Unlimited.
The department initiated an
investigation after salmonellosis was found in dead wild
birds
throughout
North
Carolina. The department is
working with the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration to
determine the source of contamination.
Officials advise consumers
to throw out the bird food,
avoid touching unsealed bags
and wash their hands thoroughly if they do touch unsealed
bags.

FARGO. N.D.(AP)— Heavy snow driven by wind gusting to
40 mph brought parts of the upper Midwest to a halt Tuesday,
closing courts, schools, businesses and a major highway.
Up to a foot of snow was forecast for parts of eastern North
Dakota and western Minnesota.
The National Weather Service posted blizzard warnings and
winter storm warnings for wide areas of North Dakota, South
Dakota and Minnesota. All three states reported school closings.
Minnesota and North Dakota authorities shut down a 130-mile
stretch of Interstate 94 from Jamestown. N.D., to Fergus Falls,
Minn.

Obama to sign spending bill, push for new rules
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Barack Obama plans to sign
a massive spending bill to keep the federal government running,
but he is cracking down on lawmakers' penchant for stuffing such
legislation with billions of dollars in pet projects.
Obama could sign the $410 billion spending package as early as
today, although he remains "troubled" by the so-called earmarks
in the bill that Republicans and moderate Democrats have eviscerated as unworthy pork-barrel spending. The president is to
announce earmark reforms.

Ala. man kills at least 9, including 4 relatives
SAMSON. Ala.(AP) — Authorities were working Wednesday
to learn why a gunman set off on a rampage of at least nine slayings across two rural Alabama counties. Shocked, grieving residents hoped the answers weren't lost when he killed himself.
Tuesday's shootings in a mostly rural area near the Florida border were believed to be the work of Michael McLendon. who
lived with his mother and once worked at a local metal plant.
The bloodshed began when McLendon burned down his mother's house in Kinston. Coffee County Coroner Robert Preachers
said. Authorities found Lisa McLendon's body inside, but they
have not determined how she died or whether she was a 10th victim of her son's spree.
McLendon then drove a dozen miles southeast to Samson, in
Geneva County, where he claimed nine victims, including four
members of his family.

Pedestrian, vehicle accident
reported Tuesday by MPD
Statt Report
A pedestrian was transported
to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Tuesday morning after
being struck by a car in the WalMart parking lot.
A press release from the
Murray Police Department
reported that Kathy Alexander,
56, of Murray. was stopped at
the intersection of the front row
drive and row five of the parking lot at approximately 9:59
a.m. when Anna Cooper. 74.
also of Murray, stepped onto the

crosswalk. Alexander told
police she did not see Cooper
when she turned south and
struck her with the front of her
vehicle.
Cooper told police she wa,
attempting to enter the grocery
entrance of the store and did not
see Alexander's vehicle. She
was transported by EMS to the
hospital. An MCCH spokeswoman said she was treated and
released.
No charges were filed in th,
incident.
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Europe tightens gun laws

Ler:1th Rogers
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HELSINKI t AP)- Several
European
countries
ha% e
restricted gun laws in the wake
of school massacres, gang violence and other gun-related
crimes:
-Finland announced plans
Wednesday to impose stricter
restrictions on firearms. including raising the minimum age for
handgun ownership from 15 to
20. The proposal was prompted
by two school massacres within
a year in which lone gunmen
opened fire on classmates and
teachers.
-Germany, where a gunman
killed at least 11 people
Wednesday. raised the legal age
for owning recreational firearms
from 18 to 21 following a 2002
shooting in Erfurt that killed 16
people. including 12 teachers.
-Belgian lawmakers passed
strict new gun control laws in
2006 in reaction to the racially
motivated shooting deaths of a
toddler and her black baby sitter
in Antwerp

1 p.m. in the
A graveside service for Mrs. Fredda Lee Snow Key will be today
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Sam Wylie (Wednesday)
at 2 p.m. at Maplewood C'emetery. Paris. Tenn. Rev.
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Robert Saywell of First United Methodist Church. Murray. will offiVisitation will be at the funeral home from 4:30
ciate. Visitation is now at McEvoy Funeral Home.
to 8:30 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Paris. Online condolences may be made at
Mr. Rogers. 80. Elm Street. Murray. died
ww.mcevoyfuneralhome.com.
Monday. March 9, 2009, at 6:40 p.m. at Murray
Mrs. Fredda Lee Snow Key. 90, formerly of
Calloway County Hospital.
L
Paris. Tenn.. died Sunday. March 8. 2009. at
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict. h
Spring Creek Health Care. Murray.
was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ
She retired in 1982 after 15 years with First
He had retired after 36 years as a chemical operaTrust and Savings Bank. and Was also previously
tor at Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc.. and
employed with JCPenny for 15 years. She was a
later worked for nine years as a driver for McNutt
member of Chapel Hill United Methodist Church.
Auto Sales.
She was married June 14, 1936, to Dolphus Key
Rogers
Key
Born Jan. 12. 1929. in the Lynn Grove commuwho died Oct. 30. 1987. Born July 1 1. 1918, in
nity, he was the son of the late Joseph Allen and Henry County. Tenn.. she was the daughter of the late Fredenck
Edith Mayfield Rogers. Also preceding him in death Matthewson Snow and Bessie Frances Lee Snow.
were five sisters. Faye Rogers, Eula Lee Townley,
Survivors include one nephew and caregiver, Lowell Key. and
Clara Nell Tyler. Carolyn Fain and Frances Myers; one great-niece. Patty Knott and husband. Steve, all of Murray; sevtwo brothers. H.S. and James A. Rogers.
eral other nieces and nephews.
Survivors include his wife, Patsy Rogers; two daughters. Beverly
Wylie and husband. Sam. Jackson. Tenn.. and Susan Rogers.
Murray; one son, Eddie Rogers and wife, Kelly, Smyma, Tenn.: six
grandchildren. Stefanie Stites and husband, Andy, Cookeville.
Tenn., Matthew Wylie. Jackson. Tenn.. Bradley Bogard and Britney
Bogard and fiance', Ryan Houston. all of Murray, and Kyle Rogers
and Cambric Rogers, both of Smyrna; two great-grandchildren.
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico they were proud of their role in
Braxton and Blayne Bogard, both of Murray.
t AP)-The self-professed mas- the attacks on the World Trade
termind and four other men Center and the Pentagon -and
Robed Eugene (Bob) Hub:bens
BOCA RATON. Ha. - Robert Eugene (Bob) Hutchens, 78. charged in the Sept. 11 attacks all five had said they wanted to
declared they are "terrorists to plead guilty. But this is their
Boca Raton, died there Monday. March 2. 2009.
Mr. Hutchens attended Murray State the bone" in a statement that most detailed statement to date.
The men do not go into
University, Murray. Ky., for two years and then mocked the U.S. failure to prejoined the United States Navy serving on a vent the killings and predicted details of their roles in the plot,
America will fall like "the tow- but they call the charge of condestroyer during the Korean Conflict. After being
ers on the blessed 9/11 day."
spiracy "laughable" and mock
discharged, he returned to college at the
In a rambling response to the U.S. authorities for being unable
University of Kentucky where he received his
government's case, the men also to prevent the attacks. "Blame
bachelor of science degree in business managesought to justify the attacks, cit- yourselves and your failed intelment.
ing a violent interpretation of ligence apparatus."
His JC Penney career began in 1956 in Islam and a series of grievances
They also predict defeat for
Louisville. Ky., after which he continued his against the U.S., including supHutchens
the U.S. in Iraq and Afghanistan
career in nine different locations. Twenty-five port for Israel. the Iraq war and and
the overall collapse of
years were spent managing large stores and five abuses at Abu Ghraib prison and America. -Your end
is very near
/ft
.
years of traveling as a district manager. He retired in in Guantanamo.
and your fall will be just as the
1992 as manager of the Pompano Beach. Fla.. store.
"To us, they are not accusa- fall of the towers on the blessed
He was repeatedly awarded the prestigious tions. To us they are badges of 9/11 day."
JCPenney chairman's award. He was a member of honor, which we carry with
The five, who could face the
Sigma Nu fraternity, a Blue Lodge Mason. a Scottish Rite Mason pride," the men wrote in the six- death penalty if convicted on
and the Kaaba Shrine. Born Aug. 12. 1930. in Murray. Ky.. he was page document, which was charges that include murder and
the son of the late Walter and Vera Hutchens. Also preceding him in released Tuesday by a military terrorism, were at a pretrial heardeath was one brother, Porter Hutchens. Survivors include his wife. judge over the objections of the ing in Guantanamo when
Sara Hutchens. to whom he had been married for 53 years; two sons. Pentagon-appointed lawyers for President Barack Obaina abruptC. Reed Hutchens and wife, Susan. Boca Raton. and Robert E. two of the men.
ly suspended all war-crimes pro"So, you are the first class ceedings pending a review of the
Hutchens Jr.. and wife. Ellen. Atlanta. Ga.; one daughter. Anne
Gottfried and husband, Larry. Coral Springs. Fla.; six grandchildren, war criminals." they added,"and much-criticized system for prosMatthew. Sarah. Lauren, Katie, Andrew and Charlie: one brother, the whole world witnesses this." ecuting terrorists created by
The five, who are among 245 Congress and the Bush adminisThomas Dunn Hutchens and wife, Nancy. Sapphire. N.C.; two sisters-in-law. Martha Hutchens, Murray, Ky., and Alba Jennings. prisoners held at the U.S. mili- tration. They will still be tried,
tary lockup in Cuba. include but under what type of system
Louisville. Ky..
A memorial service will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at First Khalid Sheik Mohammed. the has not yet been determined.
Presbyterian Church,600 W. Camino Real. Boca Raton. Officiating professed architect of the Sept. The proceedings, however, will
attacks,
and
Ramzi probably not be at Guantanamo
will he Dr. Kirk McCormick and Pastor Bob Collins. Expressions of 11
sympathy may be made to the building fund of the church in mem- Binalshibh, allegedly one of his since Marna has ordered the
key lieutenants in al-Qaida.
detention center closed within a
ory of Mr. Hutchens.
Both men previously said year.

11%

9/11 suspects: 'We are
terrorists to the bone'

- Swiss citizens are demand
ing a referendum aimed at con
fining army weapons to military
compounds and banning private
purchases of pump-action rifles
and automatic weapons
lowing a spate of suicides and
homicide',.
- The Portuguese Parliament
is currently discussing a government proposal to tighten giin
laws, including denying bail to
anyone suspected of a gun
crime.
--Denmark's gov crime/it
said last week it will raise the
penalty tor illegal gun possession as part of a crackdown on
gang violence that has killed
three people and injured 25 in
recent months. European Union
lawmakers proposed tighter gun
control across the bloc last year.
including guidelines saying that
only people over IS not deemed
a threat to public safety could
buy and keep guns. EU meinhers have until 2010 to adopt the
measures.
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prices at IR 9 3-J111. r
•

Doo Jones hid. Avg. 6975.5 + 49.0
Air Products
49.30 + 0.91
AT&T.Inc
23.43 + 0.41
BB&I
17,86+ 1.12
Bank of America
5.29 + 030
Briggs & Stratton
12.92 + 0.55
Bristol Myers Squibb '0.48 + 0.25
Caterpillar
77.07 + 0.56
Chei ron Texaco Corp 62.06 + 0.28
Daimkr Chrysler -.- 27.99 + 1.65
Dean Food.s .......
20.10 + 0.14
Exxon-Mobil _________67.73 + 0.34
Ford Motor
1.97 + 0.12
General Electric
9.20 + 0_13
General Motors
1.94 + 0.05
GlaxoSmithhline ADR - 28.03 - 0.03
Goodrich
12.75 + 0.54
Goixlyear
4.69 + 0.19
HopFed Bank'
9.00 B 9.75 A

IBM
118.36+1.11.
Intel.
-13.87 - 0.115
Kroger
-20.49• 0.95
Mattel ......
McDonaids
51.44- 1.16 :
Merck......._.......22.43+0.13 Microsoft
16.72 + 0.24
J.C. Penney
.16.21 +934;
Pepsico. Inc
-46.98 +1130
Pfizer. Inc.
12.94 - 0.15
Regime Financial
+41.10..
Schering-Plough
....-.21.21 + 0.13
Sears Holding Corp -37.10 + 0.07
Time Marner
8.05 + 0.04
IS Bancorp ..... .......1L52 + 1.12
MellPoint Inc......,..._......34,64 + 0.92
Wal-Mart
4738 • 1.01

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray. KY

42071
800 444 1854

270-153 3366
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Whirlpools
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SKU #WI252836
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"
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5
" We $61
Illuminated
Bird Bath
SKU #K15406WST
Reg $426 40

'1734
"
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Salo

FREE!

Sake $1O999

Mosaic
Bistro Set
SKU #821525
Reg $21699

Sale

Sal.'129"

Outdoor Light Clock
LED light illuminates the
dial during the night_

WV

SKU 48203549
Reg. $91.99

Copper Kettle
Fountain
SKU #7163777
Reg $13099

Sale $49
"

Director's Chair
Side table with cup holder
SKU #8235723
Reg $59 99

Sale $8
9
"
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Sal.
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SKU #WHF1601T

6' Fiberglass
Stepladder
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SKU #8186405
Reg $171 99
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Cauldron
Fountain
SKU #7163801
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sa 599

Shower Doors
Assorted Frame Finishes & Glass

19

SKU

Buy any fountain
and get a 4 oz. bottle
of fountain cleaner

- Packaged Items
on

20%
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'
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Firebox L-•Logs
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'
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Barrel
Fountain
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MONESSEN
Triple Play Logs
Winner of the National "Vesta" Award
24' PMg $78500
559900

Your Choice
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912999
SM. tee
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Flat Hose
508 SKU #7132699
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"
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7
Buy any
water h099
and get a
hose nozzle
FREE!

Bounce Back
Coil Hoses
50 foot
SKU #7105273
Reg $1999

sm. 1399
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And Service
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Political bossism
and other isms
The ward boss from Boston
said it clearly and with conviction: -There's got to be in
every ward somebody that any
bloke can come to—no matter
what he's done—and get help.
Help. you understand, none of
your law and justice. but help."
(George Brown Tindall and
David E. Shi, America: A
Narrative History Vol. II (New
York: W. W. Norton. 1999.1
935).
The shenanigans of machine
politicians in Boston. the Tammany Tiger in New York, and
the Daley machine in Chicago
are legendary. but from the
late nineteenth century to well
into the twentieth century Kentucky was a bossed state too.
All of Kentucky—urban and
rural; western, central, northern, and eastern—boasted powerful political rings and
machines.
The
W'hallen
brothers,
Michael Brennan, and later Miss
Lennie
McLaughlin
in
Louisville, Percy Haly in Frankfort. Thomas Rhea in Logan
County. Allie Young in Morehead, Ben Johnson in Bardstown. and Dennis Mulligan
and Billy Klair in Lexington—
Democrats all—and Republican Maurice Galvin in Covington provided Bluegrass verSions of political bosses and
political machines.
Town and county courthouse
rings complemented the urban
machines of Louisville, Covington, and Lexington, and
sometimes statewide organizations flourished in the commonwealth as well.
As Maurice Galvin illustrated, politica 1 'machines were
not characteristic of only one
party. Indeed, at times Republicans and Democrats teamed
up in a "bipartisan combine"
to elect state officials willing
to play ball with the "interests." Bourbon distillers and
the Jockey Club often benefited from these connections as
business and politics formed
what reformers considered to
be unholy alliances for mutual support and profit.
Politics were "the damnedest
in Kentucky- and the poet that
wrote that line should know:
he was James Mulligan, the
son of Dennis Mulligan, Lexington's political boss in the
1870s and 1880s.
1
Kentuckians
generally
exhibited an intense interest in
politics and money during the
Gilded Age. When my father
asked me if I would be interested in going through papers

stored in an
old safe in
the back of
Bolin's Drug
Store
in
1992
jumped at
the chance.
Dad
was
preparing to
sell our famil)-owned. "s Away
and
western
By James
Kentucky, Duane Bolin
county-seat Ledger & Times
Columnist
business, yet
another
casualty to the big chain stores.
He didn't want to leave anything of real value to be heaped
into a dumpster in the back
alley when the new managers
took over. I carefully went
through the papers and old
ledgers, a treasure trove for an
aspiring historian. Among the
yellowed scraps and clippings
I found several gems.
One was handwritten in pencil, a list of "Isms," term.; ending in ism. This 1940s scrap
of whimsy indicates the humorous cynicism of the writer, a
cynicism penciled in terms that
a western Kentucky small town
school girl or boy could understand.
The scrap also indicated
prevailing attitudes toward government and control:
"Isms"
Socialism: If you have two
cows, you give your neighbor
one.
Communism: If you have
two cows, you give them to
the government and the goveminent'tives you vile milk.
Facism [sic): It you have
two cows: you keep the cows.
and give the milk to the government and the government
then sells you some milk.
New Dealism: If you have
two (sic' cows, you shoot one
and milk the other and pour
the milk down the drain.
Nazism: If you have two
cows, the government shoots
you and keeps the cows.
Capitalism: If you have
two cows, you sell one and
buy a bull.
My academic interest in
political bossism has led me
to an interest in other "Isms,"
an interest that my father
unknowingly abetted all those
years ago.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

How much do we value art education?
March is Natik,n,i \it, t_duSomeone else might describe
cation Month and in Kentucky the thrill of seeing a play for
the legislature is talking about the first time, hearing a symgetting rid of assessment in phony orchestra, watching
the arts. According to educa- dancers defy laws of gravity
tors commenting on a lis tserv through a field trip or an infor arts and humanities teach- school presentation. The first
ers, if the arts are not tested, trip to a museum, meeting a
they are likely to drop to the favorite author, listening durbottom of the priority list.
ing story hour - any of these
Never fear. The school band experiences can spark a lifeand the • senior play will prob- time of learning across the lAtrably endure, and the art teacher riculum.
will be still be asked to make
Like the landscape in the
centerpieces for the athletic ban- Wizard of Oz, the arts shift
quet, but the risk of losing everything from black and white
comprehensive instruction in the to living color: We're not in
arts is real.
Kansas anymore.
When it comes to educaThese thoughts came to mind
tional accountability, if a sub- as I read last Wednesday's New
ject is not on the official tests York Times. There on page 1
that measure success, it becomes of the Arts section was a review
harder to justify taking class- of"The Savannah Disputation."
room time in a day already This new play by Evan Smith
jam packed with instruction.
opened at Playwrights HoriSo how much do we value zons last Tuesday, with Dana
arts education? Careful, this is Ivey in the lead as a stubborn
a trick question.
Southern matron. Her religious
Ask almost any adult about convictions begin to falter when
the most vivid memories of she comes under the spell of
the arts from their youth, and an evangelical
missionary
get ready for some passionate played by Kellie Overbey. a
answers. Often a teacher is native of Murray. Ky., and a
mentioned - the one who made product of local schools.
them memorize lines from
And then there's Cherry
Shakespeare, for instance, or Jones, from Paris, Tenn, who
the one who always had repro- is now President of the Unitductions of fine art displayed ed States on the thriller "24."
around the room and used it Jones. a two-time Tony Award
to make history come alive.
winner, knew from an early
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age
she
on how arts participation builds
wanted to
civic engagt.nent.
act, and was
According to the 2002 Surfortunate to
vey of Public Participation in
get instructhe Arts, those who read litertion
and
ature and listen to classical or
encouragejazz attend arts events more than
ment from
others in society and engage
Miss Ruby
in sports more readily than
ICrider.
a
non-readers and non-particilegend to the
pant. Not only are arts parmany kids Main Street
ticipants more physically active
she inspired. By Constance
than non-participants, they are
Those are
Alexander
only two of Ledger & Times more creative in their own right
and are twice as likely to volmany
for
Columnist
unteer in their communities.
whom
the
The rest of the story, as
arts were a
Paul Harvey liked to say, is
foundation for the future.
Even if the schools were to that young adults' attendance
stop arts instruction all togeth- at performing arts is waning;
er, kids in our region would literary reading has dropped drastill have Playhouse in the Park. matically; young people are
the Wrather West Kentucky less physically active. The arts.
Museum, various performanc- in all their glory. are part of
es and exhibitions on the Mur- the solution, not the problem.
ray State University campus. the
Gives you something to think
Quilt Museum in Paducah. the about in March, Arts EducaLuther F. Carson Four Rivers tion Month.
Center, etc.
NEA survey results are availNevertheless, in the class- able
at
room the arts teach important
http://www.nea.gov/Pub/Civiskills and provide a range of
cEngagement.pdf. For additionlearning experiences that spark
thinking, reasoning, problem al information log on to
solving and effective commu- www.keepartsinschools.org.
Read Main Street online at
nication. For those desiring tangible results from arts involve- www.murrayledger.com. Conment, consult the National tact the columnist directly at
Endowment for Arts findings constancealexanderg new wavec
,,mm.net.
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'Make A Difference Day' will

iinnioersary

be Saturday at Stewart Stadium
The 70th "lake A Difference Day" will be
Saturday from 9 a.m. to I p.m. in the parking
lot of Murray State University Roy Stewart
Stadium. This is spon.sored by the (allow ay
County and Murray City Resource Centers.
Paper and cardboard of all types to benefit all resource centers will be collected
Members of the Lions Club will collect eyeglasses, while the WATCH Center will collect
aluminum cans. Court Appointed Special
lo's
Advocates t CASA I will collect cell phones
Sisters will have a bin
Datebook and Big Brothers/Big
Records
By Jo Burkeen for ink jet cartridges. The Purchase
Destruction Super Shredder will also be colCommunity
lecting paper. The Police and Sheriff's
Editor
Departments will again combine efforts to
take in prescription drugs. Plastics, tin cans and glass will also
be gathered. Bins will also be provided for used motor oil.
clothes and small batteries.
For more information call the Murray Family Resource
Youth Service Center at 759-9592 or C'alloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333.

Ball Park plans sign-ups
Kirksey Ball Park will take sign-ups for the season at Kirksey
United Methodist Church on Friday from 4 to 7 p.m. and Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Other sign-ups will be at Bark Avenue,
Orschelyn's and Kirksey Store. For information call 1-270-52722072 or Michael at 489-6140 or e-mail kirkseypark@yaho.com.

F'utbol Club plans tryouts
Bragdon and Doring

John Paul and Euple Thompson

Mike and Teresa Bragdon of Murchison. Texas, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Autumn MikeIle Bragdon. to Jeffrey
Mark Doring, son ot Renee Donng of Athens. Texas, and Ron
• Doring of San Marcos. Texas.
.
Miss Bragdon is the granddaughter of Terry and Patricia Wilson
7 of Murray, Ky.. and William and Carol Bragdon of Brownsbom,
:Texas; and the great-granddaughter of Mrs. Marion Wilson of
: Hazel. Ky.
.
Mr. Doring is the grandson of Raymond and Ernestine
• Weatherford of Eustace.Texas. and George Lewis and Billie Doring
: of San Marcos. Texas.
:
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Bmwnsboro High School,
Brownsboro. Texas, and a 2008 graduate of Trinity Valley
Community College, Athens. Texas. She is employed by First State
Bank of Athens.
The groom-elect is a 2000 graduate of Jack C. Hayes High
School, San Marcos. He is employed by the city of Athens.
A formal ceremony is planned for Saturday, April 18. 2009. at 3
p.m. at Leagueville Baptist Church, Murchison, Texas. A reception
will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited.

MMS committees to meet
Murray
Middle School
Assessment Committee and
MMS Culture and Resources
Committee will meet separately
•
•

•

•

•

••

•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m.
with the Assessment group in
the guidance office, room 116,
and the Culture and Resources
Committee in the media center
at the school.

I•

Whitney Delaney
& Wesley Tucker

•
•
•

•

Stephanie Florence
& Brent Norsworthy
Claire Herrington
& John Morrow
Shelly Martinez
& Justin Winters
Chelsea Cleaver
& Justin Hendrick

•

•

••
•
•
•
•

Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker

.•
•

Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton
Ashley Cleaver
& Tern' O'Barr

•

Elizabeth Hostilo
& Lincoln Rowe
•

'Bridal'Retp•try
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

..

•

John Paul and Euple Thompson 01 1555 Bryan Rd., Boaz, will
celebrate their 500 wedding anniversary on Saturday, March 14,
2009.
A reception will be held from 5 to 7 p.m. on Saturday at the
Knights of Columbus Hall. 6725 Hwy. 45, Paducah. All relatives
and friends are invited.
The couple was married in Quincy. III, with Justice of the Peace
Auther Dang officiating. Their witnesses were Edd and Louise
Thompson.
Mrs. Thompson is the daughter of Manon Wilson and the late
Dolphus Wilson. She is retired from Air Products, Cal ven City.
Mr. Thompson is the son of the Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson.
He is retired from Ozark Air Lines and Lone Oak Police
Department.
They have two sons, Jeff Thompson and wife, Tracie, Boaz, and
Scott Thompson. Nashville. Tenn.; and one granddaughter, Amy
Stevens and husband, Rick, of Paducah.

•

This spring fashion is going tor flower
power Floral prints are everywhere
Combining two dominant prints without
creating a visual eyesore is easy if you use
print, in the tillne color family
The floral tops look temfic paired with
dark denim Jeans
Mixing casual with dressv can take you
from day to evening
We base really pretty prints in geometries and animal The prints in rebra and
giraffe in untraditional colors. are really
Fun
If you're looking for a cute dress we
have some fabulous ones in lots of different styles Sundresses and mast dresses are
hot this season
Eighties poxier dressing myna], are in
for spring with '0, it SrF. retro cols.*,and
dynasty-style shoulders that are sophisticated and chic
Sequins add sparkle to spring with heavy
sequined embellishments One shoulder
dresses and lop, add some sparkle to
spring
This spring huge statement necklaces.
oversized hoops and gigantic cult
bracelets are definitely in
bppers are the new embellishmereo
bold colors on tops and dresses
Ruffles and flomy folds can be found
on everything from bags to shoes to dress-

Special event planned
for the weekend
METROPOLIS. Ill. — The
third annual Metropolis Sci-Fi,
Star Wars, Comic Book and Toy
Convention will be from 10 a.m
to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
at the Baymont Hotel across
from Haffah's Casino in
Metropolis. Admission is $3 and
children under 6 are free.
Movie and television actors
at the show include "Grandpa"
from the "Texas Chainsaw
Massacre" and others. Comic

book artists will also be present. A costume contest takes
place Saturday and the winner
will be awarded a part in the
filming
this summer in
Lousville
of the
movie
"Southern Fried Zombies."
The Paducah Imperials Star
Wars Club will be at the convention dressed as favorite Star
Wars characters. There will be a
$500 in collectibles door prize
given away on Sunday.

Jacob Shane
Pogue
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Shane
Pogue of Murray are the parents
of a son, Jacob Shane Pogue,
born on Sunday, Jan. 4, 2009, at
11:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
2 ounces and measured 22 inches. The mother is the former
Patty Redden.
Grandparents are Pat and
Mary Redden and Frank and
Hazel Pogue. all of Murray.

Jasmyn Elaine Winebarger
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4-H Cooking Club will meet Friday from 3:30 to 7 p.m. in room
12 of Westside Baptist Church. Call Wilda Jetton or Amy Robertson
at 293-6959 to sign up to participate.

Zeta Department will meet
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 .m. at the club house.

VFW meeting Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans .4 Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary will
meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the National Guard Armory, according to Commander David Foley. All veterans are urged to attend.

WOW Lodge to meet
Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai',
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173

4-H Team will meet
4-H Livestock Judging Team will meet Thursday from 3:30 to
5:15 p.m. at the Extension office. All interested youth are encouraged to attend.

'Heroes'celebration Thursday
A Heroes Campaign Celebration will be Thursday at the office of
the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross. This will
be a drop in event between the hours of noon to 4 p.m. "All Heroes
team representatives and/or captains, donors and sponsors are
encouraged to visit the office; bring donations that your team collected; receive a certificate; and have your picture taken for the
Heroes Campaign newspaper article." said Jennifer Wilson. executive director, and Greg DeLancey, Heroes campaign chairman.

SS representative here Thursday
A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

CCHS Council to meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Wednesday) at 3:45 p.m. in the media center. The
public is invited.

Relay for Life plans event
Relay for Life Fab Team will have a rebate day today
(Wednesday) at Big Apple Cafe.

Relay for Life plans event

Jacob Shane Pogue

Jasmyn Elaine
Winebarger

We have all the latest fashion statement.
tor the season be sure lo come in our
Last Friday for TGIF we had 211±: ot;
&demo Come in this Friday to see wh.o
our secret sale is Congratulations to Lin
McDaniel wta., wit, the door pore
We still have some winter merchandise
for 65 to 75'l- off
Stay tuned to neat neat'i Fun
(15•1011 report
PS New black Mot lOur Daughter's
Jeans with black rhinestones are here
cute'

4-H Cooking Club to meet

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m.
at August Moon.

OirlS,nnouncemenis

•

Alysha Legate
& Zak Taylor

Murray Futbol Club will hold tryouts Friday for the U11/U12
boys soccer team at Bea Creek Park with check in at 5:30 p.m.
Tryouts will begin at 5:45 p.m. Call backs will be announced. For
more information contact Pam Jones at 750-5073.

Mr. and Mrs. Brandon
Winebarger of Hazel are the parents of a daughter, Jasmyn
Elaine Winebarger, born on
Tuesday. Feb. 17, 2009, at 2:10
a.m.
at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 5
ounces and measured 21 inches.
The mother is the former
Candice Fain. A brother is
Hunter.
Grandparents are Billy and
Joy Winebarger of Dexter and
Jackie and Linda Fain of
Murray.

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL 753-1916

Murray Bank Relay for Life will have a rebate day today
(Wednesday) from 4 p.m. to closing at Back Yard Burgers.
Customers are asked to place their receipts in the box for the team

Relay for Life plans event
Relay for Life Team of Saratoga HOA will have a rebate night
today (Wednesday) from 5 to 9 p.m. at Mr. Gatti's. Pick ups and
deliveries are included if you say you want to donate to the cause.

MHS Class of 2009 plans event
Murray High School Class of 2009 Project Graduation meeting
will be today (Wednesday) at 5:15 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All
senior parents and class sponsors are encouraged to attend.
•

Angel Alert for family issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an
Angel Alert for lovingly used clothing for a family who lost items
in a recent fire. Used clothes are needed and can be brought to the
Center's main office at East Elementary School during school
hours. Items needed are as follows: Boys: pants, IOR and 6Slihi:
Shirts, med. boys and large boys; shoes, 2 and 5; Girls: Pants,'7,
shirt, medium, shoes, 2; Women: Pants. 8. shirt, large, shoe, 8 1/2:
Men: Pants, 34/36, shirt, XL.shoe, 10 1/2(works construction). For
more information call the center at 762-7333.
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Cornelison speaker for
Magazine Club meeting

Gals Cornelison

Gale Cornelison. a member of the Task Force. was the speaker at
the February meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the
annual Rounders day luncheon at the Murray State Um% ersity Cums
Center
Cornelison spoke about the needs for the Task Force, organ,.
and establishment ot the "arming Center- located at First
Methodist Church and sponsored by five local churches
The speaker was introduced by Nancy McMinn. program chair
for the day.
Lois Keller president. presided at the the first meeting of th,
99th year for the club to be in continous organization.
Elected as officers for 2009 were Keller. president. Nancy
McMinn. vice president: Charnxte Gregory. secretary. and Kathy
Kopperud. treasuer

Playhouse in the Park director
speaker for Rotary Club
Our( o
amid%

o •_
om.

Lisa Cope. new executive director tor the Play house in the Park.
'poke at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held at Pagltai's
Restaurant.
She shared her background and love of the theatre.
This season's schedule begins with "The Wizard of az" which
runs through March 15. and continues with "High School Musical
2" April 24 to May 10. "The Aristocats" June 4 - 9. "Proof" July 10
- 19. "Dearly Departed" Aug.21 - 30. "Jekyll & Hyde" Oct. 16 Nov. I. and "The Best Christmas Pageant Ever" ta family holiday
favonte 1 Dec. 4 - 20.
The Playhouse has a new website where you can order tickets at
www.playhouseinthepark/net.

Photo provided

Lisa Caps

WORD OF THE MONTH: Murray Middle School students chosen for the tiger trait for the
month of February have been recognized at the school Each month students are recognized
for a tiger word of the month. The word for February was determination Names of students
chosen are. 4th grade Dylan Vance. Logan Epperson. Jordan Boyd and Haley Majchszak, 5th
grade Tehya Hyte, Noah Newsome, Lily Ramey. Jumonte McClure arid Stetfany Lamb: 6th
grade Rachel Morgan, Travon Blanton. John Ryne Winchester, Jordan Nagy. Laura Durr.
Rachel McDonald and Caroline Collins: 7th grade Adam Lamkin, Amanda White, Quinnen
Taylor. Grant McDonald, Ton Cobb, Zach Grogan. Aaliyah Tuck, Ashlee Edminster and Sarah
Parker: 8th grade Hannah Riley. Jenna Bumb, Holly Heathcott, Mckenzie Downey. Lindsay
Lambert and Yoon Jae Lee.
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BIRTHDAY EVENT: Robert E Rowland is pictured with his
horses He will celebrate his 85th birthday on Sunday. March
15, from 2 to 4 p m. at Bethel United Methodist Church. All relatives and fnends are invited and are requested to not bring
gifts.

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2009-2010 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
East.Calloway
Elementary School
Children who wilt be five(5) years of age on or before
October 1,2009 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.
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CHECK PRESENTATION: Bill Wells, center, presented
checks for $475 to Suzy Crook, director of Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, left, and to Karen Darnell, director of CASA. nght.
The money was from the Rotary Club calendar project.

29281111nn.Road
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270-762-7335
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Southwest Calloway
Elementary School
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3426 Wiswell Road
Dennis Fisher,Principal
270-762-7345
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Parents should bring the following items:

Photo provided

Brenda Call, right, and Jacque Watson, left Murray club
members, presented the checks from both Kiwanis Clubs to
Tonia Casey, center. Need Line director.

A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

Kiwanis Clubs unite tq help
pay for ice storm costs

An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical

Recently the Kiwanis Clubs from Murray. Ky.. and Martin. Tenn..
each donated $2(X) to Murray-Calloway County Need Line to help
pay for supplies needed during the recent ice storm.
The idea for the donations began when Sue Lasky from the
[ Martin, Tenn., Kiwanis Club contacted the Murray Kiwanis Club
about doing something to help the storm efforts in this area.
The local club suggested donating to Need Line. The hoard of
[.lircctors of the Murray club dc.:id,:d to onat,:b th; tutht,
their sister club.

(Physicals dated pool to February 1, 2009 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan.1,2010
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Pictured are members of the MHS Band who participated in the KMEA First District Solo and
Ensemble

MHS Band members receive distinguished
ratings at KMEA Solo and Ensemble
Muriay High School Band
members were well represented
at the recent Kentucky Music
Educator's Association First
District Solo and Ensemble,
held recently at Murray State
University.
Chns Yoo. MHS band director, said he is extremely proud
of the band students who participated. "We are very proud of
our students' accomplishments
at solo and ensemble. Having
this number of students involved
and excel is a great representation of the work ethic we have in

the Murray High Band."
The following MHS Band students received Distinguished
Ratings at KMEA First District
Solo and Ensemble:
Leo Albitre, Emmy Basiak,
Lyne Basiak, Austin Blakely.
Johnn Crane. Allison Crawford,
Travis Dun, Anne Ferguson,
Erica Gallagher. Rebecca Garth,
Sarah Garth. Roger Graves.
Aneshia Gray, Brittany Harpole,
Christian Hayes. Austin Herald.
Ian Holmes, Drew Kelleher.
Audrey
Kellet,
Brandon
Kipphut. Zech Lambert, Zac

NIdic. Fianna Miller, Liam
Parker. Rebecca Raj, Megan
Shoulberg,
Tyler
Spann.
Brandon Story, Jacob Thiede.
Johnny
Thiede,
Ethan
Thomason. Chad Thompson.
Dillon Ward. Aaron Whitney.
Jessica Whybark, Rebecca
Walker and Yandi Zeng.

Photo provided

SMITH SPEAKS: Melissa Jenkins Smith, left. of Murray, joined Louisville's WDRB-TV anchor
Candyce Cliffi, nght, and K Norman Berry, standing at Goodwill Industries of Kentucky's
annual meeting and awards luncheon held in Shelbyville,. Smith, a Paducah native and the
luncheon's keynote speaker, focused her remarks on her conscious choice to live happily and
productively despite a disability that occurred as a result of the December 1997 Heath High
School shooting.

House OKs authorities
Iro-mvaCt sit*ek
rJ
11.44/5 el. el in
1 14,11 014-1 Lk. CPI 111.461L.,6711 1 TOCIVUIZI
FRANKFORT. Ks API —
House
lawmakers
have
approved legislation that would
create stale and local transportation authorities to oversee the
construction of Kentucky's most
expensive roads and bndges.
The House voted 67-23 on
Monday to approve the measure
that opens the way for the creation of tolls to pay for construe-

non.
Gov. Steve Beshear had
pushed the proposal that would
allow Kentucky and Indiana to
work together on paying for two
proposed Ohio River bridges in
The Louisville bridge projects
are expected to cost Kentucky
$2.9 billion and Indiana about
$1.1 billion.

Natural Resources Conservation Service
accepts applications for Environmental
Qualit Incentives Program
Special to the Ledger
The USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service(NRCS)is
accepting applications for
Environmental
Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP) at
your local USDA Service
Center or conservation district
office.
Landusers may apply for
EQIP at any time. Applications
teceived by April 15, 2009, will
be considered for this (federal
fiscal year 2009) program year.
:Applications received after
April 15, 2009, will be held
'until the next evaluation period.
EQIP applications are evaluated and ranked using criteria set
forth by local work groups to
determine which applications
provide the best environmental
benefits and address the
resource concerns of their local
area.
EQIP provides cost-share
assistance to persons engaged in

livestock or agricultural production on eligible land. Cost-share
rates vary by practice. All conservation practices are subject t,
NRCS technical standard,
adapted for local conditions.
For applications selected for
funding, an EQIP plan of operations will be developed with the
landuser to identify appropriate
conservation practices. EQIP
practices in Kentucky include,
but are no limited to. pipeline
and watering facility, grassed
waterway, diversion, forest
stand improvement, and fencing.
Additional inforniation may
be
found
at
http://www.ky.nrcs.usda.gov/pr
ograrns. To apply for EQIP, or
for more information, please
contact your local NRCS or
conservation district office at
270-753-5151.
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Natural Resources Consenation Service
now accepting applications for Wildlife
Habitat Incentives Program
Special to the Ledger
L'SDA's Natural Resources
Conservation Service( NRCS)is
accepting applications for the
Wildlife Habitat Incentives
Program (WHIP) signup.
Landowners may apply for
WHIP at any time however:
applications received by April
IS. 2009. will be evaluated and
considered for the 2009 program year.
Applications
received after that date will be
held until the next evaluation
period.
WHIP provides land users an
opportunity to improve wildlife
habitat. The program provides
financial
incentives
for
installing eligible practices on
land they own or control. The
land user must devote at least 10
acres to eligible wildlife practices.
In Kentucky. the primary
focus of WHIP is to improve
early successional and forestland habitats for declining

species and other wildlife
Restoring remnant prairies.
planting native grasses, shrubs,
and trees, implementing wildlife
beneficial forest stand improvements, and creating shallow
water areas are some of the eligible practices for the program.
Excluding livestock from sensitive streams and woodlands is
also important focus under
Kentucky's 2009 WHIP. Since
WHIP focuses on improvement
to wildlife cover, food plots are
not eligible under the program.
WHIP applications are evaluated and ranked to determine
which applications provide the
most beneficial habitats.
To apply for WHIP. contact:
Ian
Young.
District
Conservationist, USDA Service
Center at 270-753-515Ior Zak
Danks, biologist with the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources at 270247-9529.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI410220
ROBERT E HOEHN,JR ,

PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

RICHARD R. BROWN. CARL GRIFFIS,
DUANE W. SWEARINGEN, and NATA M.
SWEARINGEN, HERMAN L MUCK AND
JUDY ESLICK, OSCAR C. BARTO AND
ANITA J. SARTO, A.M. STRATTON AND
THELMA STRATTON, UNKNOWN HEIRS OF
All STRATTON AND THE UNKNOWN HEIRS
OF THELMA STRATTON, DEBRA ANN
QUINN AND BERT TOMPKINS,JOHN D. TROTTER,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-00223

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.08-CI-564
REGIONS BANK D/B/A
REGIONS MORTGAGE,

REGIONS BANK D/B/A
REGIONS MORTGAGE,

PLAINTIFF

MICHAEL P ELDRIDGE,AMBER R.
ELDRIDGE, BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court WA November 19, 2006, and by Supplemental Judgment entered February
9 2009, in the above cause, to satiety the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the
approximate total amount of $1,488.19, plus interest from date ofjudgment. I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the higheet bidder, at public auction on Friday
March 13, 2009, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. and being more
particularly described as follows.
Tract 1. Property owned by Defendant. Richard B. Brown. Iota 836 and 838,
Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as shown by
pier of some which is recorded in Mat Rosk 3 Per O1 . in the afire of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court_ (Being that property conveyed to Richard B.
Brown by deed from Louise Pusey Brown, dated April 21, 1980, of record in Deed
Book 161, Page 27, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.,
Tract 2. Property owned by Defendant, Carl Griffie; Lots 796 and 795, Unit No.
II, of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat of
same which is recorded in Plat Book 3. at Page 21, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.(Being that property conveyed to Carl Griffis by
deed from Smithwood Development Corp., Inc , dated February 11, 1970, of
record in Deed Book 144, Page 70, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
Tract 3 Property owned by Defendants, Duane W. Swearingen and Nate H.
Swearingen. Lae 8.32 and 83.3. Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development
Corporation, Inc. as shown by plat of some which is recorded in Fiat Book 3,
Page 21, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. (Being that
property conveyed to Duane W and Nata M. Swearingen by deed from Kentucky
Lake Development Corp. Inc., dated July 19. 1968, of record in Deed Book 157
Page 104, in the officer of the Clerk of the Callaway County Court.)
Tract 4. Property owned by Defendants, Herman L Ealick, and wife, Judy
Eslick.
Lots 42, 43, and 45, Unit No. II of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation
Subdivision as shown by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 21
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court !Being that property
conveyed to Herman L or Judy L Eslick by deed from Smithwood Development
Corp., dated Sept. 2, 1969. of record in Deed Book 141, Page 269, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. r
Tract 5. Property owned by Defendants, Omar C. Barth, and wife, Anita J Barto:
Lot 834, Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as
shown by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 3. Page 21, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.(Being that property conveyed to Oscar
C. Barto, and wife. Anita J. Barth, by deed from Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc., dated February 4. 1969, of record in Deed Book 139, Page 145, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.,
Tract 6. Property owned by Defendants. A.J. Stratton, and wife, Thelma
Stratton.
Lots 830-831. Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation, Inc. as
shown by plat of same which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 21. in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.(Being that property conveyed to A.J
and Thelma Stratton by deed from Kentucky Lake Development Corporation.
Inc., dated July 19. 1968, of record in Deed Book 137, Page 103, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. I
Tract 7. Property owned by Defendants, Debra Ann Quinn and Bert Tbmpluns.
Lots 821 - 822, Unit No. 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation
Subdivision as shown by plat of same which is recorded an Plat Book 3. Page 21.
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.(Being that property
conveyed to Debra Ann Quinn and Bert Tompkins. by deed from Donald Arnett
and Nadine Arnett. dated June 18. 1976, of record in Deed Book 156. Page 496.
in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
Tract 8 Property owned by Defendant. John D. Trotter Lute No 23 and 29, Unit
No 2 of Kentucky Lake Development Corporation Subdivision as shown by plat
of same which is recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 21. in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.(Being that property conveyed to John D Trotter by
deed from Phillip Piazza, dated July 31. 1972. of record in Deed Book 151, Card
1173. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
ALL LOTS HEREIN REFERRED ARE TRANSFERRED AND CONVEYED
WITH THE PROTECTIVE COVENANTS WHICH ARE SET FORTH IN FULL
ON THE FACE OF EACH DEED FOR UNIT 2 OF KENTUCKY LAKE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION SUBDIVISION
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold separately and on the terms of either
cash or credit of thirty days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (302 days, the purchaser shall deposit with the Commissioner one-third (1/3i of the purchase price
and execute bond with good and sufficient eurety for the remainder, same bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due
and payable within thirty days A hen shall be retained on the property as additional necunty All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem

FRED JOHNSON,JANE DOE,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF FRED JOHNSON,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KENTUCKY.
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 26. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 17,524.88, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in Use City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
te the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 27, 2009. at the hoor
of 10•00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 115 Spruce Street,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 36, Township 2, Range 3 East: and
beginning at a stake on the center of State Highway No 94, the Northwest corner of the Carl Rowland tract, thence East with said highway 90 feet to
stake, thence South parallel with said Rowland's line 245 feet to a stake,
thence West 90 feet to a stake in a temee on Rowlend's line; thence North with
said Rowland's Line 245 feet to the point of beginning.

Beginning at a stake in the South side of Spruce Street in the town of Murray
it being the Northeast corner of the lot now owned by Alonzo Ingrain, formerly
the Free Will Baptist Church lot, thence South with Ingram Line about 96 feet
to a stake in the property line of Douglas High School lot corner to Ingram,
thence East with school lot 60 feet to a stake in the South edge of Spruce
Street, thence West with said street 60 feet to the point of beginning.

hAt.,tieit that portion of said tract on the North end which heretofore roe
been conveyed to the Contmonerealtla of Kentucky for highway purposes

Being the same property conveyed i, Fled Ito joloroori, et co., by deed from
Emanuel L Rowlett, et al., dated February 26. 1963, of record in Book 117.
Page 567, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

Being the same property conveyed by General Warranty Deed, dated August
30, 2005, by Joe Bolin, Trustee of the Audubon 'Trust. dated April 1. 2006, to
Michael P Eldndge and wife, Amber R. Eldridge, of record in Book 612, Page 9,
in the office of the Clerk of the Callcway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit bogie of thirty
(302 days, but if sold on a credit of thirty r 301 days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent (10%i of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within
thirty days. A uen ahail be retained on the property a: additional gacunty All
delinquent Lazne if any, shall he ascertained and Reid by the (lemmiessioner
but the pie-pert) shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem tales.
This 5th day of March, 2009_
Respectfully submitted,.
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Ca1:,,wav !-Ircutt. Court

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
1301 days, but if sold on a credit at thirty 302 days, the purchaser shall deposit
with the Commissioner ten percent(10%! of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within
thirty days. A hen shall be retained on the property as additional security AE
delinquent taxes, if any. shall be atmertanied and paid by the Commissioner,
but the property shall be said subject to the current ad valorem taxes.

I

Thu. Fah day or March. 2009
Respectfully !submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

920
Noise

WELLS FARGO BANK NA.AS TRUSTEE FOR
OPTION ONE MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2007-FXD2
ASSET-BACKED CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2007-FXD2,

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Dinner Bell
On Hwy, 66E

BARBARA H. MOORE A/K/A BARBARA
MOORE, WILLIAM H. MOORE,COUNTY
OF CALLOWAY, CITY OF MURRAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment an Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 2, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $185,000.00. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
March 13, 2009, at the hour of 1000 a.m local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County Kentucky. with its address
being 1501 Chaucer Drive, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly
described as follows:

1/2 mile from Jonathan Creek 8ndge
Thurs.-Sat. 4-8:30 p.m.
Sunday 12-7:30 p.m.

060
Sap Wanted

pening March 13th

MECHANIC/SALES
part-time_ Apply in person at Murray Rental &
Sales, 200 East Main
St., Murray.

(270)354-6521

MURRAY
Best
Western is looking for
housekeepers
Experience preferred
No phone calls please

Lot No 4, Block 'E", Unit 1 of the Canterbury Estates Subdivision as shown by
plat of record in Plat Book 3, Page 27, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk
Being the same property conveyed to William H Moore. et ox . by deed from
Barbara H Moore. dated December 29,2003, of record in Book 528, Page 641, in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty •301
days. but if aold on a credit of thirty 302 days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Coronuesioner ten percent(10% of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and auffinent surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from Use date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty drays A
hen shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
Lama, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the proper.
ty shall be +old subject to the current ad valorem taxes_
This 17th day of Febraary, 2009.
Respectfully aubmitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master ''omrrussioner
Calloway Circuit Court

GET THIS 1X1
Al) FOP ONLY
$75.00 PER
MOtalf
CALL 753-1916

9.

MI

40-*';VI
1,111_p

vit42."

-gas- Savings!
Ic

subscribe to the
ALL items stored on
lots #69. 074 and #174
at Riviera Courts Will
be sold at pnvate sale
March 13. 2009 at
8 00am

Happy Birthday

MI RIM

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local
77CoMparry3
I 3 ma. _—.4311.09
I 6 too.
945.119 3
I 1 yr.....--$165.911 4 zno.
I 1 yr. ----MEM
I

Rest of K yrrei

frsl Other Mal

fPcrver SL.1,11•15M1

'mukowriptions
3 so. _ .475.89
6 too. —
1 yr.---$1211.119
1 yr. --4145.1111

Olga46,4.6%1
"Next Generation's
Music DJ's"

Guess'
iba
who's

• Weddirsgs • Private Parties

• Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed mask from all genres
• Boon to be hosting Karaoke
• Preforming at the Keg
Friday Nights at Rpm

IIF •'9110
giC
pc

FREE PALLETS

Please No Phone Calls

THE Murray Ledger &
Times
considers
its
sources rekabte. but tnaccuractes
do
occur
Readers using this .ntor
mabon do so at then own
nsk Although persons
.0 companies mentioned hereon are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger & Times.
nor arty of its ernooyees
accept any responsiberly
whatsoever tor their achyteS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-502

This 11th day of February. 009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Meister Commissioner
Callowa • Circuit Court

Murray Ledger & rum—,
First Come • First Serve

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on January 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $73,727.95, I shall proceed to offer for
:ale at the Courthouee doe- in the City of Murray, Calloway Ces
-oss
--ty, Keraticky,
Os the highest ladder et public auction on Friday, March 27. 2009, at the hour
of 1000 a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 4243 State Route 94
West, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described to follows.

taxes

Loading Dock of

PLAINTIFF
VS NOTICE OF SALE
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d

Money Order

Visa

SVC

I Name
I St. Address
I
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.

Mail thui coupon with payment to
1111111114.1111u'toyledier.s
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in V. •tert•

I Check

vun .0 if rifts • t

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
753-1916

(no)

a

CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Ledger Sc Ttmes

leap talimled

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA

Position Opening for:
LOAN OFFICER

I DNIER

STE

i

Murray
iiet ABM St eta L IstS Illsi Ii

Groundskeeper 1
Full-time position with bon•fits.High school
graduate & one year grounds/landscaping
Must obtain COL Preemployment drug
screening Salary $7 52 hourly
Apply at Murray Career Center,
208 South 5th St . Murray, KY 4207:
Click on 'Employment' at
vnewmurraystate.edu for calms
Women/minorittes encouraged to apply
M EEO,',WV, AA emplOyer

•B S Degree in Agriculture, Business or related head OR Four years of
,uccesstui prolessional selling and credit related experience
•Agricurtural knowledge and background required
•Positi3n located in Murray Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education and experience
Applications will be taken from Thursday, March 5
through Thursday. March 12.

H04%141191 1
11%1'1'1-Rs

753,4752_,

March Madness Sale
Charlie's Antique Mall

Murray ACA Branch Office located at 1401 North 12th Street, Murray
ACA Administrative Office located at 328 East Broadway in Mayfield
Employment Services Offices at 319 S 7th Street in Mayfield
The Employment Services Office is open Monday/Tuesday 7 30 a m
to 530pm. Wednesday/Thursday 8:00 a.m to 4 30 pm,
and Fnday 7:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m
The ACA Offices are open Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

OFFICE Manager proin
Admir
ficient
Excellent
Functions
organizational, time
management and follow up skills Must
have stable work history
Knowledge
of
Microsoft Word, Excel.
ChackBooks
preand
ferred Pay DOE Fax
or email resume to
Of
270-753-0002
shaneuse0murrayky.net.

EE0C-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

in Historic Hazel, KY
Special Savings up to 75% off!
BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR
Saturday Feb. 28th through the end of March!
Don't hIlas This Special Sok,
For more info and to sign up for special
ings go to lutp:/kharliesanuqueinall.com

mit,

Help wonted

Weed

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for an RN This is a
pail-time dayshift position for Tuesday.
Wednesday and
Thursdays Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in
person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street 1-4wy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
HOPKINSVIU-E
Real estate licensing
class, days or nights
debit/credit cards
accepted
Free information
(270)223-0789
Email
deloiseadams0 yahoo
corn

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for LPN s
We also
otter an excellent benefit package Full and
part time positions are
available
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

•n•IMNI.••/•rm
•••••••••Aosidt•
voiluilika•••••

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNT

V

HOSPITAL

Taking healdkr newpiaces.
Murray Calloway County Hospital is seeking
applicants who are dependable, energetic and
dedicated to high quality care to till the
'n•!ow:r,;i cpGnw.gs Those opanngz are
Home Health Deparment.
Adult Day Care Assistant
Certified Nursing Assistant
The Adult Day Care Assistant will be required to
have past experience working wrth crafts and
other aCtivItteS involving genatncs Both positions are full time and on the day shut

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Cakoway Ca Propene Gas
in Murray has air openrig
kx a icon propane deanery
truck &Mr and tank
sat installer bawl neve a
COL-Ka:Mat iv/Tanker
Exceeve pay weal tensles Pease tel 753-7415
On ioll nee kw Warren ei
1000474-4427 En 1420,
email him it
wwwcyckillupgroorn

WEEKEND MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR
ilesponstbdlues a,ca.xie honrirae supervision of
maintenance, production. sanitation and warehOuse
activities of our 2nd shift ...Wend crew
(Friday. Saturday and Sunda, • eltim to fern)
Prefer candidates to have a degree with 2+ years
as
maintenance supei-visor in a manufacturing
environment
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage & benefit
package including medical dental insurance.
401k Km, ompany paid retirement vacation
& paid holidays
Qualified applications should send
reeurne and salary history to.
Kenlake Foods
Atm Minium Resources
100 North L.P Miler Street
Murray, KY 42071
Playa Ow.% pob

PART time LPN needed for busy medical
office Send MUMS ee
3 references to 2957
US HWY 641 North
Murray, KY 42071
PT Housekeeper
needed tor resort
cleaning Weekends
are required Call
Susan 9AM-5PM for
appt 436-2345

PRN- cook Prefer experience but will train
Good wonting conditions Pleasant atmosphere
Apply in person at Fern Terrace

Or email to: elierksweieneyeakrogercorn

EOE

form the

whlrf t kno of the armol
\Ns.

PART time position for
Medical
Office
Expenence preferred
Please send resume iv:
3 references to 2957
US HWY 641 North
Murray KY 42071

.11,12a.

Kenlake Foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix and
nut processing private label manufacturer.
has an immediate opening for a 2nd shrft
weekend maintenance supervisor

•-•-•

'

Taking Applications
Assistant Director. Department of Innovation
and Commercialization Center. Murray State
University. Full-time non-tenure track position to
begin March 2009 Qualifications Bachelors
degree required, degree in business or techn:cai
field preferred. Master's degree preferred
Minimum 5 years professional work expenence
wrth basic knowledge of financial and business
operations required Must have excellent communication and presentation skills. wonting
knowledge of applicable personal computer
skills such as but not limited to Microsoft Office.
Quicken or Ouickbooks Entrepreneurial background preferred Responsibilities. Work with
the Director to develop entrepreneurship & innovation -led economic development initiatives in
Murray State University ICC service region.
Seek technology based firms and provioe business related services Application deadline:
Postmarked by March 16 2009 To Apply Sand
J-.t...:letter
mation for three references to Chair of Search
Committee. The Regional Business and
Innovation Center, 926 North 16th Street.
Murray. KY 42071 Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray State University is
an equal education and employment opportunoiy, 14D, AA employer

Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger& Times '
•Mirnmal Hours *Monthly Pay..
Moir have Own outorribbile, good dosnrig
'record orid- vehicie insurance- Sa day per
week
inietested persons should.
.*Coftrita'by.08%0j-dick p cm ()mkt:short at

'The MUirtriledijefif Tienes
100I WhIttiell-Ave
PLEA EN PH N
I AM LOOKING FOR

I

one well groomed man or woman with a
high level of integrity that I will train to
assist me in my business in Murray.
If you have a sales personality 8 desire
an wove average income and the ability
to work some evenings, fax your resume
to Mr. Tom Jonas at 270-753-9016 or
email it to murrayGsabermgmt.net

4!)Murray

RE
ADVERTISEMENT.
Assistant Database
Administrator,
Information Systems
Department. Full-time,
non-tenure track position to begin May.
2009 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
computer science or
related held required
Oracle DBA expenence may be
exchanged for the
Bachelor's degree
requirements on a
year-for-year basis
Minimum one year of
expenence with Oracle
9, DBMS as an
administrator required
One year experience
with Linux and/or
Banner preferred.
Must have strong oral
and written communication skills, ability to
work as a member of
a team
Responsibilities.
Under direction of the
Manager, Applications
Development, support
the institution's activities related to installation, configuration,
maintenance and
upgrades to the
Operational Data
Store and other databases as required
Application Dawdling
March 23, 2009. To
Apply: Send letter of
application, resume,
and contact information for three references to Chair.
Assistant Database
Administrator Search
Committee,
Applications
Development Services
and Support.
Information Systems,
Murray State
University, 112 l&T
Building. Murray. KY
42071-3347. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
Murray State
Unlyersity is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
WF/O, AA employer

MI 111141 3IATIF 1. 1.4% S Ivo ii

Full-time positions with benefits
I gilder.

MCCH offers comprehensive compensation
and benefits package
Send resume to
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Apply on-line: wwwmurrayhoopitaLorg
Email: Illoteyemurreyhospltal.org
Fax: 770-782-1905
EOE

...........„._

EOTECIt
kAll l'WAS AC

Accounting Manager
Geotech Engineenng & Testing. Inc., and
on sister company Marcum Engineering,
are multi discne engineering firms
with offices in Kentucky, Illinois and
Tennessee We are currently seeking a
Staff Accountant to ?on our growing firm.
This job Arill be based out of Me Munay
and Paducah offices Relevant job duties
include. but are not iimrted to. Accounts
Payable. Accounts Receivable, General
Ledge. biking and payroll. Qualified
candidate Maio have at least a 2-year
degree in accounting or business
management.
We will occePt
applications through Saturday, March 21.
Mats 51 t for yorP
• Comperittve Pay
• Great Working Envuorrnent
11. Exalting Protects
• Family Oriented Firmn
4. Excellent Benefit Package
inckickng:
• Health Insurance
. 401k Plan
• Pod Vocation
• Paid Sick Days
. Fled:silty
• Continung Education
• Fitness Membership
Please forward resume with cover letter
and references to
Geotech/Morcum Engineenng
P0 Box 120
Paducah, KY 42002

Plumber B - $9.47 hourly
*High school graduate & two years general
plumbing & mechanical maintenance
'Valid driver's license required
Kenlake Foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix and nut
processing manufacturing, has an snmediate opening
for a Financial CTP.

FINANCIAL CTP
The Career Training Program (CTP)is designed to
rint recent college graduates the opportunity to per a
broad perspecuve of the core business Sanctions that
ire critical to Kroger Manufacturing
Qualified candidates muff posest Bachelor's degree in Me
hew or discapione Wore expentwelsmory in the field 01
accounting and finance u a plus Cancedaun will be hired
into the company a,. first level mit position and wili
complete a training program Oven, a 12 111 month period
Upon completion u sinew rid be promoted to a position cl
a higher level and responsibility Ties will vary by Miocene
Must be willing to relocate.
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage & berm/It
including
package.
medical & denial insurance, 401 b
Plan, company paid retirement vacation IS paid
holidays.
IntatneStaKI candidate can submit their raftwnie to
Kerslake Foods
Ann Hurf•an Resources
300 North L P Miller Street
Murray. KY 4207
Or via email at sheri sweeneygsrcger
raw.

vow,

,
t•

•

OPEN HOUSE
Truck Driving Program
234 Pioneer industrial Rd
Mayfield, KY 42066
Thursday, March 12, 2009
10.00 am-6:00 pm
Recruiters will be on site
Tour our facility
Check out our trucks
WIA & VA approved!
(270) 247-9159

New classes beginning now!
C.D.L. firing Semis & Consult% Inc. las contracted set

WEST KENTUCKY oatimutirrf 6TECHMCAL COLLEGE
CUL Trairimb Services

Sanitation Truck Driver -$7.52 hourly
.High school graduate & one year driving
trucks & equipment
*Must obtain CDL
.Pre-employment drug screening
Apply at: MSU Human Resources,
404 Sparks Hail, Murray, KY 42071-3312.
Click on "Employment- at
for details.
Worneeminonlaas encouraged rc a;_oly
An EEO, AVF/0, AA employer

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129

ROUSE & Office
cleaning References.
293-1835
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning.references are
available, please call
me (270)767-1636.
227 8384

DIAMOND 8 sapphire
wedding um 1 2 carat
princess cut center
stone Surrounded by
round diamonds and
baguette natural, dark
Matching
sapphires
wedding band wiround
diamonds & baguette
sapphires 10K white
gold Call
270-970-5820
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony that
panel TV's All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Sony's Best
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
M.!fraY
Electronics. Inc , corner of 8th and Arcadia.
wvnv mune yelectronicsinc com
(270)753-7567

sufl•

til0) 753-1/13
I

MAPLE table & chairs
$150.00, tirl'CrOW9•111
$35.00, T.V. $50.00,
Couch $75.00, Desk
$30.00, Bedroom suite
$200.00. 753-6080

Gardner Denver. an international manufacturer
of compressors and blowers, has an opening
for a Human Resources Coordinator. This is an
exciting career opportunity for a bnght, energetic and hardworking individual You will work
in a fast-paced and team-oriented culture
where dedication and achievement are
rewarded.
This position s primary responsibilities include
handling employee relations and benefits.
Qualifications include a Bachelors degree in a
Human Resources Field and a minimum of two
years work expenence
The successful candidate will receive a compel.
rtive salary and benefits package
Please send resume to
Human Resources
P.O. Box 311
Mayfteki, KY 42088

MDM COMPUTERS
Seroce/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old U.S Coin
Paying
collections
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

No calls please Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V

753
-2906

2 BDRM Apt Close to
MSU First month
FREE Includes wean
er,ciryer and partial
utilities Dispose &
Credit Reed 9781123 for into
2 BR apt near MSU
Move in tree days
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2 BR. 2 BA, no pets
408 Bambi Ct North
270-841-5653,
270-376-2746
2BR apt partially fur
noshed, some utiiities
pets
no
paid,
$290/mo. 787-9037
261,1 duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A appliances fur
nished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR Townhouse, W/D
included 8475.0047'0.
1BR, IBA on Brooklyn
Dr. $315.00/mo.
Please Call 753-7559
2BR, patio, no pets.
$355/mo. 293-8070
3 BR duplex. Getman
RE 753-9898
3 BR house, w/d,
C/H/A 8500. 1-2-3 BR
Apt. 753-0806.

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessones and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

4 BR, 2 BA. all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

7000 Ford diesel tracor, 83hp, remote
hydraulics, rebuilt fuel
pump, good tires.
57000.00. 2935519de, 498-8950ev

DUPLEX. Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
pet
small
indoor
allowed. $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404

JD HI-Cycle Sprayers
600, 6.000. 6.500 from
$4,50i).
Parts
Service 502-550-4080
Norms For Sale
1,

2,

3BR

homes
Possible
Set-up in
finance
Murray. Bill 978-7656

Fse0.

99 Skyline, 16x80,
38R, 2BA, vinyl. shingle, Northern built,
nice. (270)489-2525

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking appliceii0iis ior 1 & 2ur units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am, TOO No.
1-800-648-8056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
HAZEL New one bedroom. Appliances,
water, sewer, trash,
electric included.
$550Mio
(270)492-8211

REDUCED
1999
16x70
Fleetwood,
2BR, 2BA. all-appiiances
including/garbage disposal, covered porch,
metal storage building,
carport Located Fox
Meadows
731-247-3046

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. CatiA, W&D,
$600- 2 people $6753 people, water.
sewage & trash furnished, no pets
(270)293-3710

38R $275.00
753-6012

LIKE new, 1BR apt, ail
1707
appliances,
Brooklyn Dr 270-5599080 or leave message

www.murreyetate.edu

Human Resources Coordinator

1BR & 28R apartments
available Great location. 1 year least 1
month depost no pets.

2BR townhorne 1.5BA,
W/D, 2-car garage
$500
$695 rent,
deposit, first month
free,
1-year lease, no pets.
1401
293-3904
Diuguid Dr.

LARGE
SELECTION
IISID AITPlIANt I
WAND It KIN%

Now Furnisionsii

I OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Leas* and deposit
required 753-4109

NICE 2 BR. no pets.
753-9866

WANT to rent small
railer or house, preferably in County. Cell
489-2883
Apertnents For Rex
1 BR apt, various be
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone '759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD *1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1 BR upstairs
apt.
Non-smoking,
Water paid $265 per
month. No pets One
person only. 753-5980.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

loanwel by the Kentucky Stale

Board 01 P,fionotary Eluattxr

hey Peening weetkentucky Scic. edu/truelufrivine.elein

West Kentucky

Office

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

12?

Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.j‘
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

04-15-09 TO 01.20-09 KY/0374066 OPENINGS)
FPS FARMS HAZEL, KY
04-20-0910 12-01-09 KY 403746.4711 OPENINGS)
UMW TOBACCO GROWERS ASS MURRAY KY

Patient Service Technician
needed for the areas #1 Home Medical
Equipment Company. Must be dependable.
Experience preferred. Requirements include
on call- bi-weekly, delivery, set-up and
education of durable medical and respiratory
equipment in the home environment.
Full-time, benefits available. Applications
are available at Holland Medical
905 Arcadia Circle, Murray.

0441-0910 12-31-09 KY 00373654 (10 OPENINGS)
JOE DAN TAYLOR, ALMO, KY
Tobacco/Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer wage
$7 2544 29 Hr 3/4 contract hours guaranteed all
tools and equip at no charge Housing provided kir
hose beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay after 50% of cnntrecl completed
Transport daily to worksrte Apply tor this lob at the
nearest office of state workforce agency in this state
Using fob order numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subiect to random drug test at employers cost

2 John Deere riding
mowers 16x80
Sunshine mobile
home 436-2362

w ww.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Speciali7ing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Times

wiled]

C1ASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
GET THIS YARD SAt.E AD'
2 X 2- Holds up

ts near
Murray
deposit
109

to 76 wooto

(AA) Government Funds available
for let time buyers who own land
or have family land)
Zero down, easy financing!

One day $18.00
two days S28 00
Three days S35.00

(270) 443-6737
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Apiwerento For Rowe

Prop. For Rant

to
TOWNHOUSES
rent 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA
refrigerator,
oven
stove washer & drye
included
Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1/2 off Call
270-348-0458
iieuaw

%gni

2 BR. appliances, wd
hook-up, air conditioner, garage, big fenced
back yard. $525/mo.
South 9th St.
270-767-0615,
2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR. gas heat. No
pets Clean and mow
yards_ $300/mo plus
deposit. 492-8360.
38R, 18A. brick ranch,
nevety remodeled. 303
Woodlawn. S675/mo
plus security.
270-474-2520
313R, 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
1500 month, no pets.
293-3710
4BR. 2BA, well water,
C/H/A, $800/month. 68 miles out of town.
270-559-3557
WANT to rent 3BRM
house in Hazel area
(270)759-3050 or
(270)970-8412

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

rises to
it your needs
Located bi
Froggy radio statical
Tg 7_55_G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 • m M-F

283

Retail Store in Hazel.
2590 SF +I- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice! Great for
antiques. restaurant
retail etc
270-492-821 1

DOG Obedience
438-2858

I

t
'OAT!

fit Al
Attf ri

klioriorcycer& Airs

99 Yamaha Badger 80
runs great $1,200.
753-0142 after 5:30.

USED TIRES
14.-15, 16frich'
Staing
. "at
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate adverterd herein
sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act winch makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer
once, limitation or Iscrorunie
tion Need on race, color. religion sex, handicap, familial sta
Iran or national onioit or mention to make any such paeierernes, limitations of den-minanon
!nate laws forbid dricrunsnahan
in the sale, rental or adiertising
of Mal eget bifE4.1 on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ani
advertaing for leaf estate which
is not in violation of the an. All
person are hereby' mformed
that all dwellings advertised are
avaliable on an eguai opportunity bays
For Further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Lounsel
:711: 541.11111
Rime P

ML

293-7144.::'•
LAKE LOT
SALE
(Closeout
Section 2)
2+ AC
30,200
Free Covered
Slips!
Was $54,900.
Gorgeous park-like
setting W private
access to spectacular
Kentucky Lake! On
quiet rd w/ U/g utils.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154.
Land
x.2231.
KY
Partners, LLC

For Saki

Commerical Prop. For Rant

3yr old commercial
building. 30x40. Could
be used for storage.
Low utility bills,
work-753-6106.
home-753-3258

la Itteallaid
Ensfon.
Matt Under
290-7/072

BRUSSELS
Griffon
pups &100.
270-748-5575.

RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
ol'121k & II
leXi0 $25 10x15 Me
(270)436-2524
(270)293-6906

1500 Sq. ft Store
frontage. 1701 121N
bypass, $750 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 5:00.

MURRAY Estates 3
BR.
25
BA,
Immaculate, tastefulty
oecorated
5 acre
lot.Low 200's
7 67-2246

AMERICAN Pit Bull
Terrier,
male,
17
months old, blue/white
Very lovable. ADBA
$400
registered
Contact Melissa at
270-873-7951

440
Lots For Sale

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•!nside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

3EIR, 2 Beth ranch, 20
acres fenced, large
barn, 4-horse stalls 8garages Pane, Tenn,
private
$229,900
lease yr/optical Call
Torn Moody 1-800-6425093

293-8377 436-2867
-arnt's
Profesponal Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.

3 Bedroom, 1 Bath
1350 Sq Ft brick home
w/garage,
all appliances newer
and included. $94.900
Call: 812-877-1046
3,000sqn. home with
full-basement 4-5BR,
3BA with detatched
garage on 5-acres
3yrs. old 3mi, north of
Lynn-Grove on 1836.
$265,000. 435-4662

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
Ze Unite
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity
812 W11411.1111 0Net.

753-3053

Can:753'5606

1993 Ford Explorer,
4x4, 5-speed, V6, high
miles $1.000 731336-0964

2000 Cougar (74,000
miles) Ice Blue, looks
good, runs good.
$4,750.00.
1992 Toyota Corolla,
Runs well. $1859.00.
293-4076 or after 600
p.m. 753-3507
99 Lincoln Town Car, 1
owner, low mileage,
loaded. 753-7699. 2932152.
99 Lincoln Town Car,
cartier, loaded, one
owner, new Michelins,
68,000 miles, like new.
$7,900. Cell
270- 354-8611 or
270-205-6604
1993 Chrysler
LeBaron
Convertible, 1 -owner,
42,000 miles. V-6.
runs great, new tires.
neeos new top.
$1.000 Cali 753-8809
Th
[612)sed
1993 Chevy long bed
camper,
replaced
engine 6 months ego,
$2,300 obo. 2006
Chevy Crew Cab, 4x4
LT3, sunroof, 106,xxx
miles, 518.000767-0028. 293-1133.

07 Laredo by Keystone
29ft , 5th wheel, trave
trailer 492-8790 site
5Prn

I AM
•
AWN ,SES,VICI
Memictering,
taret;ding:s.
. keelVeteemlan
Sitilledairftateigitaeanteed
753-414 r274I611
'ôAD
clouLa at
HERE'FOR
ONLY 57S 00
A MONTH
( AEL 751-191b
_

Hill
- Electric
Since 1986
24 moult saaveca
Res.. Corn , & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

75 -9562

14-micaNd
ASHCRAFT
Horne
Repair
Replacement doors &
windows, roofirig &
repair. ftoonng- hardwood & tile, interior
trim W0fis. Reasonable
rates. Insured. 2931 1 32 Dwayne Ashcraft

M8R Tree Service
Providing brush pick
op & removal !fee cut
ting, leaf removal etc
293-8119 Don or
748-8732 Jerry
Insured
FuTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
11 \!
1/1
I I
\I \ \I.1 \II \ I

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunit & tree work.
519-8570 Simmons
Handyman 8
Carpentry Service
Over 20 years Tree
service also Call Don
Murray area

• weekly it
pickups
locally ow riedoperated

cireiet &peers
Ow" ,wert
$N* trutakaitswe
rho man a, cage tot

710•1151 • 293-2783
293-2714

\Lithic

COWBOY-UP
ROOFNG
Shingle Work Metal
& Rubber Roofing
Fulty Inoted
Free Eslwriatas
(2701 752-2387
)270) 703-5977

New 241
Betimes began

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

upstairs
rnoking,
265 per
Is. One
i3-5980

.2071

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme lace
eon 753-2905,
293-1480

tW1 \
-AIR(I iLl ‘1.1

18-8056

ns

38R, 1 1/2Beth some
lieidwutei flours, large
corner lot 759-2475

(270) 7.51.141.6
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AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sawing floors
*Roof Leaks
•Sheetrook
*Decks
No job too small
227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construction
Homes •Remodeling
• Decks •Screened
Porches *Garages
•Rotten
*Sagging
Floors •Termde
Damage •Horne &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BRUSH 8 Hammer.
P,
...Ytting, fix-its &
repairs, decks presand
sure washed
stained.. 436-2228.

ML Garage Doors
instaliation repair and
maintenance for residential and commercial
door arid openers
Including dock levelers
and dock plates Free
Estimtes Repair storm
damaged doors Call
270-293-2357
MOWING & Trimming
scheduled
Reliable
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming
shrubs, mulch etc
available Call Steve
767-9178

.-3301 St. RI 121N.
753-8087
is;IYERS

HANDYMAN Service
Storm clean-up, tree
trimming & repairs
Free estimates
262-490-4692,
270-759-4116

Dt4J
HANDYMAN
painting,decks,
remodeling.repair,
storm cleanup, etc
293-5438

HOME & Lawn
Mowing, leaf mulch,
gutter cleaning,
repairs, painting, etc
(270)382-2055
(270)705-8250

,

0 2 0.r 753-645G:

•Spring Clean-up
*Mowing •Mulching
•Trimming
Jeremy 293-3983

Frame's
t
4, Semites. Incij
areleaw1.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shaped, tnmrred or removed
•Stump Removal •AH modern epquipment
•24 hour emergercy service -Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res. 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
No )013 in complete until customer is satisfied'

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• Bush Flowing
• Land Cleanng
• Tractor Work
• Dirt/Gravel Hauling
(270)226-9015
Aldridge 5 McCulyton
Roofing Cc
le.Tom awe.
usenwew terviewur
Ince Ibetarweet
(27OI293-40160

David's Home
improvement
LLC

THE
Murray
Ledger & Times
considers
ts
sources
reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger
& Times, nor any of
Its
employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

Water Damaged Fk,-,
Braces 6 Floor .4,
Remodelog & Flur- L
Insurance Worn
✓at &MasterCard X.:J.-

Will Do

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
111•1010110.11111•••011.1.40,0•11M2IMEMI•

ELECTRICIAN
Construction.
Remodeling or Just
A Switch. Carpentry
& General Repair.
Licensed & Insured
Keith 205-6128

Quicker, Better,
Cheeped
• Int A Ext Parting
• Handyman Work
• 30 years exp
(270) 293-8688
(270) 489-2069

FENCE TECH
Chain link, wood or
vinyl. (270)970-5981
(270)705-8670

Troy 270-978-2623

TROYER'S
Coriatiur:buri
Pole Barns, Garages,
Decks
Shingles et Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

<emu( .Marble
•Hardwood
Licensed & Ensured

Need help
Promoting your
Business?

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
4.36-2562, 227-0267

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, March 12, 2009:
This year, you have the unique
ability to get past problems
because of your willingness to
listen to the other side. This
quality becomes much stronger
this year. With a partner, you can
instrument big changes if you
both so choose. Trust your
instincts, and you'll come out on
top, no matter what. Your sixth
sense often kicks in. If you are
single, though you work best in
a partnership, don't become
'coupled° too quickly. If you are
attached, the two of you benefit
from weekends spent together.
Add that romance. LIBRA helps
you in any way he or she can.

1114,1111),o WI lilt'
111,st:1B:111Am ,

Iv locesethesIliar
happening
wise. What is
between you and a key associate? Perhaps you are not seeing
an
internal
iransiormation.
Tonight: Go along for the ride.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*Or** Work with others directly. Someone appreciates your
efforts and thoughtfulness. A surprise around work or your daily
life might have you running or
putting in overtime. All will be
handled. Tonight: Be that lovable
Libra -- flirt away.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** ;:now what to do and follow your intuition. How you handle a problem could change dramatically as new information
floats in. A child, loved one
and/or creative project could be
full of surprises. Tonight: Keep a
secret. You also might be smart
not to share your thoughts just
yet.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Aim for more of what
you want. Choose not to do anything naitway ngnt now, as you
could be setting yourself up for a
tremendous backfire. You could
say too much though, so pick
and choose your words. Then a
situation will fall more to your liking. Tonight Be where many
people can be found.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Be willing to step up to
the plate one more time One
specific person adores your
leadership characteristics. This
person lets you know in no
uncertain terms where he or she
is coming from. Tonight: Weigh
the pros and cons of splurging.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Reach out for someone
at a distance. You could be overwhelmed by everything that
heads your way. Beware an

expenditure
or
unexpected
splurge. A risk where you can
handle a loss might be OK.
tonight: Let your imagination
make the plans.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Work with individuals as
opposed to groups. You could be
overwhelmed by everything that
you need to absorb. Ask a partner to slow down or chip in. His
or her support will make ail the
difference in the end results. You
land like a cat with nine lives.
Tonight: Continue the theme of
togetherness.
BORN TODAY
player
Darryl
Baseball
Strawberry (1962), singer James
Taylor (1948)
Jacqueline Diger Is on the
Internet at http.//www.jacqueIlnebigar.com

SEND Us YOUR PHOTOS!!

ARIES(March 21-Aprli 19)
**** You could be more vested than you would like to think.
You attempt to make an impression with someone else or a
partner. Note a tendency to go to
extremes. Study and learn
through how events play out.
Tonight: Act as if there is no
tomorrow.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your easygoing pace
works for many; however, someone has an expectation that you
will produce more. Assume more
Tillit:‘ wants vim lo
lit
veal'
tltiresponsibility, and gain profes•
sionally. You have a way of get
in um cuittlltitiiii‘
wilt*. al school and at pull.
_
ting past a problem if you relax
and work with others. Tonight [Digital photos: ('hey may be submitted to composing@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format
The unexpected could be a
theme.
Print photos; May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
****
Your
playfulness
emerges, even at work. Others
who are more serious-minded
could have an issue with what
you say and share. Try to detach
and recognize that perhaps all
matters are harder for others
than for you. Tonight: Plans
.Coroona Gum
could change at the last minute.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
k,Thiliuir. -a"
**** Reach out for others.
'
Mt. •
NU= MODELS
You might be confused by a conCeseastwy Ersairat Including Coach* Poore. Not Prw-F8bversation. You could be hearing
carpenter Bute AR 00844 Matewfwis
the other side of an issue.
Knowing that both can be right,
aliss "
2 Car Vinyl Siding Gesage
attempt to find an appropriate
sfiaixe I
'
path. Tonight. Opt for the offbeat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Saying what you feel
nes Off Leirs1 Lee - Lamer Stu Garages Avs.trialsk
doesn't mean hurting someone's
feelings; it is sharing where you
1***NI Malik WM=FINNS
are coming from. You could be
• Carers to overhear: doers 4 wrilloln dents • Extra well height • Any rod pitch you require • PUMA* With gunge
surprised by how this seemingly
• Extra *endows • Ewes Doors • Concrete Driveways and 7k74-Jrna'ISrse.anivey • Avelleale we4 coverings: vinyl, weed,
simple approach draws some
memeirle, brick. MOW. qr Stowia • Phis meny more • dee* your own custom staff bolding,
strong results. Tonight: Hang out
with a friend.
W Offer Vcer Fre* Est&natet, Illowtiwvnowe and locatton
270.874-6530 Of
MOO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
of(Jaws* in your Ares and Weriewi Menem,
1415441182-3451
TulaFree
**** Others surprise you with
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL!
ilfielker, KY • www.lititgarages.-coos
their actions. Just when you
Questa!, Workauznatirp Quality Material
believed
everything
was
Pateitry Castrated V tteeretest
Bunt By ktYperionc.od Ci.gitsfftett
Cetsictitteal Is *natty and Cowitventer Swirtirrintion
copasetic, you discover other-

When you submit photographsfor our nevi

"Scene in the Community"

page, please include the event, the date, place, organization or
gnoup, as well as the name ofeveryone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
m
poth

ter Bu77TFOTarages,iriCc.

-a--'7,975

0-

-di • ‘kvtlios.i.i.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Henry
Sanger talking with Chns Bow ley and Scott Von Sickle prior to
the wheat seminar for area farmers held at Furches Farms on Ky.
Hwy. 94 West The photo was
by. Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane
In the First Regional High
School Girls Basketball Tournament, Marshall Lady Marshals
won 37-27 over Lone Oak to
become champions and return trip
tor the Lady Marshals to the state
tournament. Local girls making
the All Purchase team were Lindsay Lawson and Becky Greene
for the Murray Lady Tigers and
Brooke Lenclu and Jessica Norsworthy for the Calloway Lady
Lakers.
20 years ago
Glendale Road Church of Christ
will base its dedication for the
new church building on March
12 at 2 p.m. Also published is a
two-page feature story with pictures about the church dedication_
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament,
Calloway Lakers lost 46-59 to
Graves County Eagles.
Births reported include a girl
to Linda and Kenneth Garrett, a
boy to Michaele and Ron Shearer and a boy to Deadrea and
David Phillips. March 8.
30 years ago
Published are a feature story
and picture about the trip to India
by Don and Lois Keller. The story
was by Staff Wnter Matt Sanders
Lena Hale, Marcie Cunningham and Chuck Williams, members of the Calloway County High
School Speech Team, presented it
program at a meeting of the
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Lathe Hurt presented a lesson
on -Decorating Tips & Wallpaper" at a meeting of the Pottertown Homemakers Club held at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord,
Murray.
40 years ago

Bill Bailey, 10, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Bailey of Murray.
is pictured with his championship
trophy he received in the Youth
Division of Western Kentucky Barrow Show held at Murray State
University. James Puckett of Rt.
2. Hazel was winner in the Commerical Division and Paul Bailey
was winner in the Purebred Division
Robert E. Reece. son of Mr.
and Mrs. W.G .Puckett of Rt. 3,
Murray, was promoted to Army
Specialist 5 while serving with
the 4th Infantry Division of the
United States Army in Vietnam.
50 years ago
Murray Lions Club members
and wives AS guests held a dinner meeting at Kirksey High School
with the ladies of the Wadesboro
Homemakers Club preparing the
meal A musical program was presented by Mrs. Howard Ohla,
Mrs. Bob Gass. Mrs Joe Dick
and Mrs. Richard Farrell. m-onbets of the Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
Betty Charles Bondurant is a
student at Michigan State University, Lansing. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bondurant of Murray.
Showing at the Capitol Theater is "No Time For Sergeants"
starring Andy Griffith
60 years ago
The Wesley Foundation building for the Murray State College
students was officially opened on
March 10.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cook and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Rogers. March 7; a girl to Mr.
wid Ma,. Otijac i. /2111611S, March
8
Mr. and Mrs. E.E. Douglass
of the Lynn Grove community
will be married for 50 years March
12.
In the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament
Bandana won 62-48 over Cayce
and Calvert City won 40-25 over
Clinton.

COMICS / FEATURES
'Other woman' advises wives
on how to care for marriage
DEAR ABBY: I am the
"other woman." I never in a
million years thought I'd be
in this position. I had been
divorced for several years I
should have run the other way
once I learned that my lover
was married, but I was lonely. I wanted
to feel like
a
woman
again
someone a
man found
attractive
and would
like to spend
time with.

Dear Abby
Some things
I have come
to
understand as the
other woman: If husbands and
wives treated each other as
well as they do their best
friends, there would be fewer
affairs and cheating spouses.
I don't consider myself a "mistress." There is no exchange
of money, cars, jewels, furs
and no condo or apartment for
my use. Nor am I a home
wrecker -- my lover's marriage
is still intact. What do I get?
A wonderful lover, best friend
and someone who helps me
out around my home.
We give each other our
undivided attention when we're
together. We make the most
of every opportunity we have
to enjoy each other's company. I can't imagine life without him. We please and give
to each other during our lovemaking. I believe we came
into each other's lives for a
reason.
Please advise men and
women to love each other even
when it hurts. Don't let issues
By Abigail
Van Buren

Totaylmilistorw
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March
II, the 70th day of 2009. There
are 295 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 11, 1942, as Japanese forces continued to advance
in the Pacific during World Was
II. Gen. Douglas MacArthur left
the Philippines for Australia.
(MacArthur, who subsequently
sowed. "I shall return," kept that
promise more than 2 IC years
later.)
On this date:
In 1810. French Emperor
Napoleon I was married by proxy
to Archduchess Mane Louise of
Austria.
In 1861. the Constitution of
the Confederate States of America was adopted during a convention in Montgomery. Ala
In 1888. the famous "Blizzard
of '88- began inundating the northE3 A El

l_

eastern United States, resulting in
some 400 deaths.
In 1930, former President and
Chief Justice William Howard Taft
was buried in Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1941. President Franklyn D
Roosevelt signed the Lend-Lease
Bill, providing war supplies to
countries fighting the Axis.
In 1957. Charles Van Doren's
I4-week run on the rigged NBC
game show -Twenty One" ended
a, lie lost to attorney Vivienne
Nearing, Van Doren's take was
$129,000. American explorer
Richard E. Byrd died in Boston
at age 68.
In 1959, the Lorraine Hansberry drama "A Raisin in the Sun"
opened at New York's Ethel Barrymore Theater
In 1965, the Rev James
Reeb. a white minister from Boston.

died after being beaten by whites
during civil rights disturbances in
Selma, Ala.
In 1977, more than 130 hostages
held in Washington, D.C.. by
Hanafi Muslims were freed after
ambassadors from three Islamic
nations joined the negotiations.
In 1985, Mikhail S. Gorbachev
was chosen to succeed the late
Soviet President Konstantin U
Chernenko.
Ten years ago: The House voted
219-191 to conditionally support
President Bill Clinton's plan to send
U.S troops to Kosovo if a peace
agreement were reached.
Five years ago. Ten bombs
exploded in quick succession across
the commuter rail network in
Madrid. Spain. killing 191 people
and wounding more than 2.000
in an attack linked to al-Qaidainspired militants

E_ S(?)
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Lung scarring has
serious consequences
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
82-year-old female I don't smoke
but was diagnosed with pulmonary.
fibrosis in 2006 and used oxygen
occasionally for the first four
months following the diagnosis.
Since then. I have had to use it
24/7. I started out with
Iwo liters and
Oil now on 10
liters I take
40 milligrams
of predrusone
daily_
My doctor
had told me
that this as
nonnally
a
slow -moving
disease, but
By
Dr Peter Gott for some reason. it is
accelerating in my case. Everything
I have read is terribly frightening. Can you provide any information or suggestions about treatment')
DEAR READER: Pulmonary
fibrosis is a respiratory disorder
in which lung tissue becomes thickened and stiff or scarred. Over time,
the lungs' ability to move oxygen into the bloodstream becomes
compromised_ It is a serious condition with no cure.
There is no known cause, but
certain risk factors can increase
the chance of developing pulmonary fibrosis. Cigarette smoking, certain viral infections, exposure to environmental pollutants
and certain medications increase
this risk. Genetics may play a
rate. but the extent is unclear at
this time.
Another finding is that nine
out of 10 sufferers also have gastroesophageal
reflux
disease.
Researchers speculate that some

fester into sores. Make love
with your spouse even if is
not your cup of tea. Sex is a
glue that can keep your marriage together. This connection
bnngs a closeness words cannot describe. Don't lose that
with your spouse. You'll long
to have it back one day.
The other woman is not
evil, a tramp or a whore. You
could be her one day. She's
just someone who is as lonely as the man is. Tell wives
to protect their marriage, to
swallow their pride, admit there
are issues that need resolving
and work through them. And
one more thing: Don't think
you will never be in my shoes.
-- THE OTHER WOMAN,
ANYWHERE, U.S.A.
DEAR OTHER WOMAN:
That's good advice. Now allow
me to offer some to you. I,
too, believe your lover came
into your life for a reason. He
was bored, you were needy
and both of you were vulnerable.
The times your lover steals
to be with you are hours he
should be spending with his
family. The passion he devotes
to you guarantees that his energies won't be spent working
on his marital problems.
You may be "best friends,"
but when the chips are down
where do you think your lover
will be? With his wife, his
family and his money. Honey.
if you need a handyman, hire
one. And now that you know
what mistakes NOT to make
in a relationship, find a man
who can be 100 percent yours
and pray he has more character than your lover does.

patients inadvertently
GERD
breathe in tiny drops of stomach
acid on a regular basis This acid
may, over time, damage lung tissue, leading to pulmonay fibrosis This is only a theory and
needs more research for conflo
nation
Treatment is aimed at preventing niore scarring, improving
symptoms and maintaining the ability to get around and stay healthy.
Medications to reduce inflammation, such as prednisone, are
commonly administered. Your doctor may also want to suppress
your immune system with medication an an attempt to reduce
further damage. It is also beneficial for most sufferers to receive
yearly flu and pneumonia vaccines, take antireflux medications
and include supplemental calcium
and vitamin D to prevent bone
loss due to corticosteroid treatment.
Oxygen therapy is used to
increase blood oxygen levels and
reduce shortness of breath. Pulmonary rehabilitation may be of
help by conditioning the lungs
and body to stay as healthy as
possible for as long as possible.
Lung transplant is a final option.
It is primarily reserved for those
younger than 65 that are not
helped by medication and have
no other medical issues.
I suspect you are already under
the care of a pulmonologist (lung
specialist). This specialist is most
familiar with diagnosis and treatment of this disorder and will be
your best resource for the newest
updates in treatment. He or she
shoold also be able to help you
with referrals to specialized rehabilitation programs, which may
increase your existing lung capacity and keep the rest of your body
as physically fat as possible.

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge

•••

DEAR ABBY: How do I
decline my girlfriend's request
to be in the delivery room
with her and her husband when
she has her baby? I don't want
to hurt her feelings. I will go
with her to the hospital and
wait in the waiting room, but
I really don't want to see the
show. -- SQUEAMISH IN
WEST VIRGINIA
DEAR SQUEAMISH: Tell
her the truth -- that you are
honored to have been asked,
but that you can't handle the
sight of blood, and it would
be better for all concerned if
you stayed in the waiting room.
And don't let her talk you out
of it. At a special moment like
this, the mother and baby
should be the center of attention -- not the friend who
fainted, hit the floor and needed medical attention.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•AQ.,1109
111 A Q 10
•103
41.i0 9 2
WEST
EAST
•K 8 3
•6 5 2
49 7 5
•K J 4 3 2
•7 5 4 2
•9 8 6
+863
+74
SOUTH
•7 4
48 6
•AKQJ
+A K Q 3.
The bidding:
West
South
North
East
Pass
1+
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
Pass
3•
4 NI
Pass
5•
Pass
7+
Opening lead
five of hearts.
Dear Mr. Becker: It will no doubt
astonish you to learn that I am probably the greatest bridge player in the
world!
I say this knowing full well that
my name is unknown to you and the
bndge-play mg public. It also is true
that I have never won a world or
national championship Nes ertheless. I still think no one can equal my
accomplishments at the bridge table
There is one thing seriously
wrong with my game. though. The

•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at wwu.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

tiouble is that i play brilliantly only
while I'm asleep. but badly while
I'm awake. I don't understand why
this is so, hut I am sure no one can
hold a candle to my skills when I am
in the arms of Morpheus.
For example, last night I held the
Fast hand and my opponents got to
seven clubs. They should have
known I would defeat thcm, but my
opponents never learn.
My partner led a heart. As anyone can plainly see, there is only one
way for declarer to play such a hand.
Ile must take the ace and place all his
hopes on the spade finesse. It would
be foolish to finesse the queen of
hearts and then later have to finesse
in spades also. This would be running iwo risks instead of one.
So South, being a good player,
went up with the ace — and on the
ace, I played the king!
You can't really blame south for
falling for this play. Ile naturally
thought the king was a singleton.
Accordingly, after drawing trumps,
he led a heart and finessed the ten,
since there was no longer any reason
to take a chance on the spade finesse
But I took the ten with the Jack to
defeat the slam. and I'm sure I would
have won the rubber on the next deal
except that Just then my wife woke
me and said it was time to get up and
go to work
Cordially yours, Ford I Wins

Tomorrow: Improving the odds.
2009 kr% iniures
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NEVER JUMP ROPE
UNDER A C.ElLiNG FAN
CoNStPER
;
ON MY
k NOT-TO -DO
LIST

41 Friend
42 As — —
(usually)
46 Wrench parts
49 Ego
companions
51 Transmission
part
53 Corrida shouts
54 High note
55 Trevi Fountain
coins
56 Most excellent
57 Almost grads
58 Carime nomes

1 Just fine
5 Pothole filler
8 Back talk
12 — E Coyote
13 Mouths
14 Chocolate
cookie
15 Tilt
16 Pants problem
17 Merriment
18 Jet-setters
need
20 eachelor s last
words (2 wds
22 Housing unit
24 Geisha s accessory
27 Crooked
30 Woman in a
Beatles song
32 ugh'
33 Wall climber
34 Future flowers
35 Jock
37 atin I verb
38 Belling name
39 Less cooked
1

2

3
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1 Night flier
2 Chicken —
3 Asian moun-
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Desires
5 Upper body
6 Onassis
nickname

9 Web addr
10 Membership
dues
11 Opposing
force
19 Play a role
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DOWN

4

18

1,0

9
54

•

SO

MOE 5
51
ill
5

21 Female rabbit
23 On no occa
sion
24 Disagreeable
task
25 Foreshadow
26 CPA employer
27 Letter before
gamma
28 Canyon reply
29 Maple Leafs
org
31 Crunch targets
32 Fall veggie
33 Slanted type
36 Geologic time
period
37 Make a typo
40 Relieves
tension
41 classroom
sound
43 Unsightly
44 R2D2's owner
45 Doc Holliday's
friend
46 Daily work
47 Malt beverage
48 Craven or
Unseld
50 "
52 Thing in law

1
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FIRST REGION BOYS' CHAMPIONSHIP
GRAVES COUNTY 49, MARSHALL COUNTY 45
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Murray State's Daniel Hill (11) is congratulated at home after
belting a home run in recent Thoroughbreds baseball action.
Hill picked up his third award of the week after being named
the NCBWA National Hitter of the Week.
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Hill's week got off to a good
Ily NW Sports lolonwalloo
The accolades continue to start as he went 6-for-8 with a
roll in for Murray State junior home run and five RBIs in a pair
outfielder Daniel Hill as the of midweek victories over
National Collegiate Baseball Freed-Hardeman and Arkansas
Writer's Association tabbed Hill State.
The numbers got even better
the Pro-Line Athletic National
the four-game series with
in
Hitter of the Week Tuesday. On
North Dakota State as Hill went
Monday. Hill was honored as
5-for-7 with a double, three
the Louisville Slugger National
home runs and eight RBIs in
Hitter of the Week by Collegiate leading MSU to a 20-9 victory
Baseball and the Ohio Valley in the series opener. He tied the
Conference Hitter of the Week.
MSU single-game record with
Hill, from Germantown, five hits and three home runs in
TOMMY DILLARD i Ledger & Times
honored after going helping the 'Breds set a singleGraves County's Jesse Anderson (foreground) and Cass McAlpin celebrate their First Region championship in the closing sec- Tenn., was
I5-for-26 (.577) with nine runs game record with 28 hits.
tournament
named
was
and
points
14
scored
Anderson
County.
Marshall
over
victory
overtime
49-45
night's
Tuesday
of
onds
scored, two doubles, five home
Hill finished the four-game
MVP.
runs and 18 RBIs in leading the series going 9-for-17(.529) with
'Breds to a 5-1 week. He also six runs scored, two doubles.
posted a 1.231 slugging percent- four home runs and 13 RBIs as
age and an on-base percentage the 'Breds took three-of-four
By TOMMY DILLARD
This Week
from the Bison.
of .633.
Sports Writer
Graves County wasn't a team
First Region Tournament
most people expected to he cutWsidnesoay, March 4
Marshall Co 65. Cart's* Co 45
ting down the nets at the Regional
Paducah Tilghman 51 Mayttekl 58
Special Events Center Tuesday
Thursday, March 5
night.
Graves Co 58 Fulton co 44
52 Heath 47
Co
Calloway
But after a back-and-forth
Monday
game that saw both the Eagles
Marshall Co 74 Paducah Tilghman 65
and Marshall County build douGraves Co 51 Calloway Co 38
Tonight
ble-digit leads. Graves staved off
Graves Co 49 Marshall Co 45 IGT
the Marshals in overtime to take a
49-45 overtime victory and a "All games played at Reganal Special
Events Center
berth in next week's Sweet
Sixteen.
same balance that has come to be
For Graves, which lost four expected of them. Sophomore
games in a row — two of which guard Jesse Anderson led the way
came against region tournament with 14 points on four threevictims Calloway and Marshall pointers and was named tourna— in late January and early ment MVP.
February. the role of avenger was
Hill didn't score until midway
one the Eagles embraced.
through the third quarter, but fin"You just have to have been ished with 10 points down the
around these guys for the past stretch.
five weeks to see how focused
The Eagles got nine points
they've really been.- said Graves from Josh Doggett and eight
coach Terry Birdsong. "They've apiece from McAlpin and Ryan
cut out all the silly stuff. This is Vogt.
:the most relaxed I've been com"Everybody on the team is the
ing into a regional tournament go-to guy," said Hill. "We just
because I knew we were ready to pass the ball, cut and get open
play."
shots. Jesse shot the ball real well.
The regional title was Doggen took it to the basket and
Birdsong's second. He won his Cass McAlpin got a lot of boards
first with Calloway County in for us."
MICHAEL DANN . Ledger & Times
2003.
The Eagles held explosive
Nick Newcomo picked up a seventh place finish at the
The Eagles took a 46-45 lead Marshall point guard Scott
with 46 seconds remaining in McKenty to just seven points on
Samford Intercollegiate, helping the Racers to the champiovertime on two Cass McAlpin 3-for-19 from the field. but
onship. their second of the spring season.
free throws. Marshall County McKenty played with what was
guard Scott McKenty then thought to be a broken hand.
CARRICO, NEWCOMB PACE
missed the front end of a one-andMarshall's 45 points was the
TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger 8, Times
RACERS TO FIRST PLACE FINISH
:one.
least the orange had scored since
Matt Fletcher grabbed the putting up 45 in back-to-back Graves County's Ryan Vogt attempts to block this layup by
for a second straight tournament
rebound for the Marshals, but games on Jan. 20 and 23. One of Marshall County's Scott McKenty in the closing seconds of By IstS11 Sports Information
ONEONTA. Ala. — The after having won the Racers'
Madding's follow-up those was a 45-41 win over the Tuesday's game. McKenty missed the layup and Vogt
Josh
Murray State men's golf team spring opener two weeks ago in
attempt bounced off the rim.
Eagles.
grabbed the rebound to secure the win for the Eagles.
brought home their second Oxnard. Calif.
The orange would have anothGraves held the Marshals
The Owensboro sophomore
er chance after Graves guard scoreless in the first quarter and misfired on three-pointers in the the Ulcers' semifinal loss to straight championship in two
Tevin Hill gave the Eagles a two- jumped out to a 12-0 lead. But the final 10 seconds to send the game Graves County while Garner spring events Tuesday when made it to a playoff but lost on
scored 18 and grabbed seven they won the big prize at the the second hole of sudden death
point advantage at the chanty orange came to life in the second, to overtime.
Graves will face Louisville rebounds to lead Calloway past Samford Intercollegiate in to Clayton State 's Will Wilcox.
stripe. McKenty drove the length outscoring Graves 21-5 to take a
Central in the Sweet Sixteen at Heath in the first round.
of the floor and tossed up a layup four-point lead into halftime.
Oneonta. Ala. at the Limestone Carrico had scores of 70-66The rest of the all-tournament GC.
73=209. His second round 66
that rattled around and popped
Marshall County built a 10- 6:30 p.m. Wednesday. March IX
team: Leonard Smith (Fulton
out.
point lead early in the third quar- at Rupp Arena.
The Racers used a second was tied for low score of the 54Co.), Jordan Elliott (Mayfield), round 12-under par 276 hole event.
Two taken owned to AllThe Eagles rebounded and ter, but it was Graves' turn to
Caleb Hardy (Carlisle Co.). Josh Monday, sandwiched between a
Tearoom*two
MSU's Nick Newcomb
Marshall quickly fouled Hill, rally. Getting five consecutive
Calloway County guard Chris Forrest (Paducah Tilghman 1. 288 in the first round and a 295 placed seventh with scores of
who sank two free throws to baskets from five different play(Paducah in Tuesday's third round for a 71-71-74=216 along with teamWright
secure the win.
ers. the Eagles tied the game with Dobbins and forward George Bryon
McAlpin 859 total, nine shots clear of sec- mate Jared Wolfe who carded
Garner were named to the First Tilghman), Cass
"People in the region thought a 10-0 run late in the third.
we weren't going to make it
With 35 seconds left in regula- Region All-Tournament team (Graves Co.). Josh Madding ond place Kennesaw State at scores of 74-70-72=216.
here," said Hill."We had to show tion. Marshall County's Denver after Tuesday's championship (Marshall Co.). Tevin Hill 868.
Mitchell Moore placed 11th
(Graves Co.) and Scott McKenty
them that we could."
Seay scored in the post to tie the game.
MSU sophomore Cameron after scores of 73-69-77=219,
Dobbins scored 15 points in (Marshall Co.).
The Eagles did it with the game. Anderson and Hill both
•See RACERS,2C
Carrico came close to winning

EAGLES SURVIVE OT THRILLER WITH MARSHALS; MAKE FLIGHT TO RUPP

Another One In
The Books

Sroirrs
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Hudson adds to hardware
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KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

By UTM Sports Informatioe
The
•1MMTIN, 'Fenn.
thikrsity of Tennessee at
Istittlin's Lester Hudson has
been named to Foxtiports.cont's
Mid-Major All-American Team
and USBWA All-District Team
Tuesdliy.
.Tbe FoxSports.Com team
wits-compiled by Jeff Goodman.
a •. scnior college basketball
writer for the website and was
released Monday'.
Also making the Mid-Major
was
Team
II- American
Butler's Matt Howard, VC11's
Fric Maynor. Binghamton s DJ
Rivera. and RadtOrd's Art
Parukhouski.
pudson. a 6-2. I90-pounder
from Memphis. is the nation's
second leading scorer. averaging
27.3 points, 7.5 rebounds, 4.1
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
assists and 2.4 steals per game. Lester Hudson was named to the FoxSports.Com Mid-Major All-American Team & USBWA AllHe shoots 36 percent from 3- District Basketball Team Tuesday.
point range.
Meeks was named the this season, including a career- centage is the 13th-best nation"lie's a scoring machine who
is also a big-time stat-stuffer." District IV Player of the Year. high 42 points against Tennessee ally.
The Memphis native has
while Memphis' John Calipan Tech in the first round of the
Goodman said.
been named ()VC Player of the
Hudson added to his hard- was named the Coach of the OVC Tournament,
But Hudson does more than Week seven times this season
ware after being named to the Year.
Hudson. the Ohio Valley just score, as he has nine double- (including five weeks in a row at
Basketball
Writers
U.S.
Conference Player of the Year doubles this season, and is one one point) and 11 times in his
Assocation All-District team.
Other members of the this season, put together another ofjust 13 players nationally who two-year career: both are OVC
average 5-plus point, 4-plus records.
District IV team include season to remember.
Hudson is also one of only 1(1
During the regular season he rebounds, 4-plus assists and 2Florida's Nick Calathes, Florida
finalists for the Lowe's Senior
Toney
Douglas, averaged 26.6 points a contest, plus steals per game.
State's
Hudson also leads UT Martin CLASS award, which is based
Evans. which was second nationally
Memphis' Tyreke
Davidson's (and ranks third in the ()V(') in on personal qualities that define
only
McClinton. (trailing
Miami's Jack
(7.7 a complete stu(lent-athlete who
Kentucky's
Jodie
Meeks. Stephen Curry). He scored 20 or rebounding
accomplishments
Tennessee's
Tyler
Smith, more points in the first 26 games rebounds/game), and his 2.4 displays
Central Florida's Jermaine of the season, becoming the only steals per game ranks 21st across four pillars (classroom.
Taylor, Mississippi State's Jarvis player in Division I to accom- nationally. Hudson's 2.9 3- community, character and comand
Louisville's plish that feat. He has scored 30 pointers made/game is 32nd and petition).
Varnado
or more points in nine games his 88.3 percent free throw perTerrence Williams.

W. Ky. outlasts S. Alabama for NCAA bid
Tuesday night to win the Sun
tournament
The
Belt
Iiilltoppers wasted a 15-point
first-half lead, but recovered in
time to wrap up their 21st
NCAA tournament berth.
Western Kentucky reached

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag. Snapper, Ferris.
Good thru March 15, 2009

PUSH MOWERS
•
.Clean Air Filter
*Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
:Grease & Lube where needed

M012ED

Call me today for a FREE quote.

UTM SENIOR NAMED
TO FoXSPORTS.COM
MID-MAJOR ALLAMERICAN TEAM &
USBWA ALL-DISTRICT
BASKETBALL TEAM

MOT SPRINGS. Ark. (AP)
-Al least one tournament dam'It
year is assuo:d
NCAA berth.
A.J. Slaughter scored 18
points. and Western Kentucky
bent South Alabama 64-56

a

All For Only
$5995

the round of 16 last March and ment. Western Kentucky trailed
provided one of the NCAA tour- 43-39 in the second half
nament's most spectacular plays Tuesday, but went on a 14-3 run
when Ty Rogers sank a despera- to take control.
"They bent, but they didn't
tion 3-pointer over three defendAlabama's
South
ers to beat Drake in the first break,"
Domonic Telford said. "They
round.
"Now we've got to get to the took our punch and came back
Final Four," coach Ken harder."
Western Kentucky finished
McDonald deadpanned. "I'm
just joking, but we do want to five games ahead of South
Alabama in the conference
advance."
The Hil!toppers (24-81 nearly standings. The Hil'toppers also
ended up in the same position as beat the Jaguars twice. but those
Davidson, which reached the wins were by a combined II
NCAA quarterfinals last year. points, close enough to give
but is now holding out hope for South Alabama hope going into
an at-large hid after losing in the their third matchup in the title
Southern Conference tourna- game.

Tuesday's Scores
By The Associated Pre*.
Boys Basketball
lit Region
Championship
Graves Co to Marshall Co 45
2nd Region
Championship
Christian Co 135 Henlier.,on Co 62
4th Plosion
Championship
Bowling Close,, 54 I ranklin Simpson V
5th Region
Championship
Adair Co 82 North Hairlin 76
6th Region
Championship
Lou Central 84 Lou Shawnee 60
7th Region
Championship
ou Eastern 66 tori Jeftersontown 54
6th Region
Charnpronshrp

ttii
Andetson Co 5:
6th Region
Championship
25
Holmes 32 Boone r
10th Region
Championship
Mason Co St George. Rogers Clark 43
11th Region
Championship
rir Sr Ott Co 67
Cath,r,
e inglon
12th Region
Championship
West Jessamine 4/ McCreary Central
42
13th Region
Championship
Corbin 71 Soutt t '1,61 i5
14th Region
Championship
Hazard 51 Reny Co Cential 46
16th Region
Championship
Elliott Co 133 Lewis Co 61

Connecticut cruises to 15th
Big East championship
HARTFORD. Conn.(API —
Maya Moore beamed as she
walked off the court for good
with 5 minutes left in the game
and her team up by 42.
At that point, Connecticut's
All-American had single-handedly outscored Louisville 28-27.
Maybe Moore and Worm
will find some competition in
the NCAA tournament, because
so far this season no opponent
has come close to the top-ranked
Huskies.
UConn cruised to its 15th Big
East tournament championship
with a 75-36 victory over No. 5
Louisville on Tuesday night.
"Some players inspire their
teammates. She inspires her
teammates and takes the life
completely out of the other
team." Connecticut coach Geno
Auriemma said. "That's a

unique individual we're dealing
with here."
The Huskies(33-0) have won
four of the last five conference
tournament titles and enter the
NCAAs unbeaten for the fourth
time in school history. UConn
went on to win the national
championship in 1995 and 2(102.
In 1996-97 they lost to
Tennessee in the regional final.'
"I don't know where we fit in
big
picture
historically."
Auriemtna said. "I think in a
couple weeks if we win six more
games, they will be one of the
six hest teams ever to play at
Connecticut"
Connecticut's road to a sixth
national chanipionship will
begin on March 22 at home in •
Storrs as the Huskies host the
first two rounds of the NCAA
tournament.

•Racers
the 2008-09 season and they •
From Page 1C
while Chris Griffin finished 30th also have two runner-up finishin the field of 71 competitors es.
F.astern Kentucky (882) fiti
with scores of 77-73-76=226.
Conditions were consider- ished third, with Illinois Stall:.
ably tougher Tuesday on the (883), Southern Illinois (891t,:.:
Limestone course that played to and Clayton State (892) making
a par of 72 and nearly 7.000 up the top-6. Host Samford:
(895) was seventh. with
yards.
"It was a windy day and the Nicholls State (9(6) eighth,
course was set up a little hard- Samford JV (907) ninth, and,
er." MSU head coach Eddie Belmont(916) 10th. UT Martin•
Hunt said. "But we played a (919) was I I th and Eastern:
solid round today and I'm proud Illinois(922) 12th.
The Racers next action is
of our team for bringing home
March 29-30 at the Larry Nelson
another first place finish."
Invitational
at
The Racers have certainly hit Collegiate
a hot streak from last fall and Chateau Elan Resort in Atlanta:
into this spring. They have won Ga.
five of the eight tournaments in

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
•
*Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Cfieck Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Xhange Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

Al; l- or On H.

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN-&-CailiRDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
Slew Spark Plug
Check Battery
theck Air Pressure
Dean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$13995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
-Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For

$111995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

)
(
Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs.

Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
763-2571

Hours, Mon.-Fri, 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-12 00

Chestnut St. I
Murray

Fourteen members of the Murray Youth Swim Team (MYST) have qualified for individual event competition at USA
Swimming's Kentucky State Championship Swim Meet to be held in Lexington at UK's Lancaster Aquatics Center (13
years old and above March 13-15) and in Louisville at the Mary T. Meagher Aquatic Center (12 years old and under
March 20-22). The 10 and under age group has also qualified medley and freestyle relay teams for both the boys and
girls events. The championships will host over 500 of the Commonwealth's top swimmers over the two weekends. This
is by far the largest number of swimmers from the MYST program to become eligible for this prestigous event. Team
qualifiers and number of events qualified for are as follows:
Front row: Thomas Snodgrass(7 events), Matthew Canning(2 events), Abby Gibson(5 events), Natalie Hahs(3 events),
Celeste Siqueiros(5 events), Will Shelton (1event)
Back row: Coach Rick McGee, Cyrus Nabavi (9 events), Megan Wilson (10 events), Daniel McGee (9 events), Shae
McKinney (1 event), Adam Miller (1 event), Lauren Erickson (11 events). Thomas Canning (9 events), Nicole McGee(10
events).
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Collector: Lincoln photo
Uncovered in Grant album
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Avcsochtted Press Writer
WASHING ION (AP)
A col
lector believes a phiinigiaph twin a
private album of Cool Wal Gen
Ulysses S Grant shows President
Abraham Lincoln m front of the
White House and ciould h lk. last
image taken of him helore he ads
assassinated in 11465.
If it is indeed Lincoln, it would be
the only known photo of the 16th
president in Inint of the .. diccutive
mansion and a rare find, as only
about 130 photos of him are known
to exist. A copy of the image was
provided to The Associated Press.
'Grant's 38-year-old great-greatgrandson, Ulysses S. Grant VI. had
seen the picture before. but didn't
eaamme it closely until late January.
A tall figure in the distance caught
his eye. although the man's facial
Ieatures are obscured.
He called Keya Morgan. a New
York-based photography collectot
and Lincoln aficionado, who helped
identify it as Lincoln.
"I was like. •I don't know who
this is. Keya,— said Grant. a
Springfield. Mo.. construction business owner.
Although authenticating the 2 1/2by-3 I/2-inch photo beyond a shadow of a doubt could he difficult
several historians who looked at it
said the evidence supporting
Morgan's claim is compelling and
believable.
Morgan talked Grant into taking
the photo out of the album and
examining it for clues, such as the
identity of the photographer
'Not knowing who the photographer is is like not knowing who your
mother or father is.- Morgan told
Grant.
Grant carefully removed it and
was shocked to see the handwritten
inscription on the back, "Lincoln in
front of the White House." Grant
believes his great-grandfather, Jesse

graphs of Lint ttin md tIther hisitin
cal figures to the Smithsonian
Institution. the White House and
others, said he pur‘hased the image
trom Grant for $50,1100 it 1-ehruary
It will he added to Morgans $25
million collection of Lincoln artifacts and original images.
Several historians say Morgan has
a good case.
Wilt Stapp, who was the founding
curator of the National Portrait
Gallery's photograph% department
and who now appraises fine art and
photographs, said he's usually cynical about such claims. But he said
he was "very satisfied that it's
Lincoln- in the picture.
"It looks to me like Lincoln's
physique.- he said. "I can see his
hairline. I can see the shadow of his
heard.White House curator William
Allman said the photo appears to
include Lincoln. "I guess there's
always an element of doubt." he
said. "It feels pretty likely, though."
Even if it's not Lincoln, it would
he among the oldest photographs of
the White House.
Lincoln artifacts have recently
been hot commodities leading up to
the 2()Oth a- nniversary of his birth.
and President Barack Obama has
evoked his memory several times
for his work to unify the nation.
The significance of the photo is
difficult to judge, Stapp said. It does
show the relative freedom Lincoln
had compared with presidents
today. and offers a unique view of
the White House from the 1860s, he
"We don't so much think of
(Lincoln) as living at the White
House," Stapp said. "In that respect.
I think it's an important find."
On the Net:
Collection:
Morgan
Keya
http://www.lincolnimages.com/

photo provided
Pictured are representatives of Murray Police Department Calloway County Sheriffs
Department and Murray State Unveisity Police Department receiving donation from Pella
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Pella Corporation presents donation for Crime Stoppers
Human Resource Manager,
Don Hither and Jeremy Phillips
with the Pella Corporation
recently presented local law
enforcement officers a monetary
contribution to Crime Stoppers
of Murray and Calloway
County.
LAM enforcement on hand for
the presentation represented the

Murray City Police Department,
Calloway County Sheriffs
Department and the Murray
Police
University
State
Department.
Crime Stoppers welcomes
donations from the local community. It is a non-profit organization that exist entirely on the
generosity of our citizens.

It you would like to make a
contribution send donations
with checks payable to Crime
Stoppers (of Murray
tit
Calloway County). c/o Linda
Avery, Circuit Court Clerk, 312
North 4th St., Murray, KY
42071

,
Tonini: Guard call-ups'very difficult in storm
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Mobilizing National Guard troops
in response to Kentucky's ice storm
earlier this year was "very difficult"
because communications were
knocked out throughout much of the
state, Adjutant General Edward
Tonini said.
National Guard officials typically
notify troops when they're needed
by telephone or through the
Internet. Tonini said. But, when
statewide comniunications faltered.
that notification became more difficult. he said.
"Just our ability to let people

know that they were being activated
was a real challenge. When we activated a unit, it wasn't that all of
them showed up the next day
because we had to get the word
out," Tonini told the House
Committee on Seniors, Military
Affairs and Public Safety on
Monday. "We had a very difficult
time in reaching out."
The devastating ice storm hammered Kentucky in late January
knocking down trees and power
lines. It resulted in about 769.1)4X)
power outages and at least 36
deaths, along with a federal disaster

declaration for 93 counties.
Service
Kentucky
Public
Commission executive director Jeff
Derouen said last week more than
9,0(X) power poles were broken during the storm.
Gov Steve Beshear called up the
entire National Guard in response to
the storm, mobilizing up to 4.600
troops. Brig. Gen. Joseph "Lonnie"
Culver. the deputy adjutant general.
told the panel that about 4,200
troops ended up reporting for duty
before the mission started winding
down.
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Grain. the general's youngest son.
wrote the inscription
Also included was the date l$6
the seal 4,1 photographer Henry i•
Warren, And a government tax
stamp that was issued for such photos to help the Coil War effort
between I ((1st and 1866.
Morgan recalled the well-documented story of Warren's trip to
Washington to pho«igraph Lincoln
after his second inauguration in
March 1865. Lincoln was killed in
Apnl, so the photo could he the last
one taken of him.
Warren, a commercial photographer froni Massachusetts, enticed
Lincoln into his frame shortly Aber
the inauguration by taking pictures
of young Tad Lincoln and asking
the boy to bring his father along for
a pose, according to the book.
"Lincoln in Photographs: An Album
of Every Known Pose," by Charles
Hamilton and Lloyd Ostendorf.
"This is the first act of paparazzi
ever toward a president." Morgan
said. "Lincoln is not too happy at
all."
Historians say it has been decades
since a newfound Lincoln image
was fully authenticated. And in the
Grant photo, it's not obvious to the
naked eye who is standing in front
of the executive mansion.
You can see the White House, a
short gate that once lined the building, and, on the lawn, a Thomas
Jefferson statue that was later
replaced with a fountain. Five people can he seen standing in front of
the building. The tall man's face is
obscured, hut ziximing in on the
image with a computer reveils a
telling heard.
"Once you scan it and blow it up,
you can see the whole scenario
there's a giant standing near the
White House," Morgan said.
At 6-foot-4, Lincoln was the
tallest U.S. president.
Morgan, who has sold photo-
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Health and Wellness Center March events RD Day good time to
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering educational events during the month
of March to members, MCCH
employees, as well as the general community.
• Red Cross Swim Lessons
will be held March 2 through
Friday. March 20 from 7 to 8
p.m. at the Center for Health and
Wellness Swimming Pool. For
more information on the classes
offered, call the Center for
Health & Wellness at 762-1348.
• The
Cooper-Clayton
Smoking Cessation class will be
meeting Tuesdays. March 3, 10,
17, 24 and 31 from 530 to 6:30
p.m. at the Center for Health and
Wellness Conference Room.
The Cooper-Clayton method to
stop smoking is a 13-week program that provides weekly education sessions in a supportive
environment. The program
encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy and will be

held every Tuesday tor 13 consecutive weeks Registration is
required. If you are interested in
this or future classes and would
like to offer suggestions for
times, please call Melissa Ross
at 762-1832.
• Come and find out all about
Colorectal
Cancer
on
Wednesday, March 4 from 12 to
12:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health and Wellness Classroom.
Join Myra Melson. RN in
MCCH
Endoscopyt
and
Rebecca Wright. Registered
Dietitian: in
support of
Colorectal Cancer Awareness
Month. Learn about screening
procedures available in addition
to nutritional choices that may
impact your risk factors. Also,
don't forget to wear blue on
March 6 to show your support
for
Colorectal
Cancer
Awareness.
• Come join us for a LAPBAND® Educational Seminar

in the Murray-Calloway County.
• The Center for Health &
Hospital Educational Services Wellness will be offering free
Building (located across from monthly screenings on Tuesday.
the Emergency Room entrance) March 17 from 8 a.m,
to noon
on Thursday. March 12 from 6 and 1
p.m. to 3 p.m. for osteoto 7 p.m If you're at least 18
porosis. vision, glaucoma, blood
years old and are overweight
with a Body Mass Index greater sugar. and blood pressure. To
than 35. the LAP-BAND® make an appointment, or for
System may be right for you. more information, call the
Join Dr. Bnan Swain and learn Center for Health & Wellness at
more about this new procedure 762-1348.
• Come and learn about
offered at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. To reserve Healthy Eating on the Run on
your spot, contact Banatric Wednesday. March 25 from 12
Solutions at 762-1547.
to 12:30 p.m. in the Center for
• The
Diabetes Self- Health and Wellness Classroom.
Management Class will meet Join Tara
Shelton, Registered
Tuesday. March
17 and Dietitian
and Diabetes Educator,
Wednesday. March 18 from 8
for a talk about how to make
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Center
for Health and Wellness healthy nutritional decisions on
Classroom. For more informa- the run.
For more information on protion, or to sign up for the classes, please call 762-1806 or I- grams or FREE screenings at the
800-822-1840, ext. 1806. Pre- Center for Health & Wellness,
registration is required.
call 762-1348.

MCCH marks Athletic Trainers Month
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is recognizing March
as National Athletic Trainer's
Month. March is always
National Athletic Training
Month - and this time, NATA's
tagline is the theme. "Health
Care for Life & Sport" emphasizes the medical component of
the athletic training profession,
while recognizing the array of
athletic training work settings.
Certified athletic trainers:
•are required to have at least
a bachelor's degree in athletic
training from an accredited
institution, which is an allied
health profession.
• must pass a comprehensive
exam before earning the ATC
credential.
• must maintain their knowledge and keep their skills current along with staying up-todate with new research by participating
in
Continuing
Education Units.
• and must adhere to standards of professional practice
d by one national certifying

agency.
MCCH is pleased to support
the Calloway County and
Murray Independent School
System by providing a Certified
Athletic Trainer for both institutions: Jennifer Salmon. ATC.
and Kristin Schaefer, Alt.
Salmon is the Certified
Athletic Trainer for the
Calloway
County
School
System. She has served as the
ATC for the past four years.
Some of the sports that she is
responsible for covering are:
football, boys and girls basketball, boys and girls soccer, track
and field, volleyball, wrestling,
softball, baseball, tennis, and
cross country sports
Salmon played Division 3
college basketball at Eureka
College in Eureka. IL where she
graduated with a Bachelor of
Science in Athletic Training and
received her minor in Business.
She had an internship in 2002
with the Peoria Pirates. an Arena
2 football team that went on to
win the Championship that year.

She has recently completed her City. The NATA is currently
second degree as a Physical headquartered in Dallas, Texas.
Therapy Assistant.
This organization has grown to
Kristin Schaefer, Certified almost 30,000 members worldAthletic Trainer for the Murray wide.
Independent School System.
Some of the daily duties of an
This is her first year as an
ATC include, but are not limited
employee her at MCCH and
with Murray High. The sports to: prevention, treatment, diagthat she is responsible for cover- nosis. evaluation, rehabilitation.
ing are: football, boys and girls and referral of injuries both
soccer, volleyball, boys and girls acute and chronic. They work in
basketball, baseball, softball. coordination with physicians
cross country, track and field. and other allied healthcare proand tennis.
fessionals. Along with the abiliSchaefer graduated from ties that they bring to perform
Murray State University in their job requiremvnts. both
December 2007. She graduated Salmon and Schaefer are both
with a Bachelor of Science in certified CPR instructors.
Exercise Science:
Athletic
Certified Athletic Trainers,
Training. During the spring of
such as Salmon and Schaefer,
2008 she interned at MSU with
are allied health care professionthe men's baseball team.
Schaefer is currently working on als, recognized by the American
her masters at MSU and is plan- Medical Association who spening on finishing in the summer cializes in the prevention.
assessment, treatment and rehaof 2009.
The
National
Athletic bilitation of injuries and illnessTrainers* Association (NATA) es that result from physical
was founded in 1950 in Kansas activity.

think about dietary lieeds
You know who your doctor is. But who o. your registered dietitian?
"In the same way that you have a personal care physician whom
you see regularly to manage your medical needs, everyone should
also see an RD routinely in managing your nutritional needs." said
Murray Calloway County Hospital Registered Dietitian Rebecca
Wnght.
Wright encourages consumers to mark National Nutrition
Month and the Registered Dietitian Day on March 1 1, 2009. by
establishing an ongoing relationship with the food and nutrition
expert, an RD."Only An RD has the education and the experience
to give you the latest personalized nutrition information based on
solid scientific evidence," Wright said.
It is amazing to discover how small lifestyle changes. such as
adding more vegetables to the daily diet, quickly add up and pay
big health dividends over time. Registered Dietitians use their
nutrition expertise to help individuals make Just these types ot
unique. positive lifestyle changes.
-Through annual visits to a registered dietitian for a *nutrition
checkup,' patients can obtain dietary advice and guidance based on
their changing health needs." Wright said. -These checkups enable
them to not only address nutrition and health problems as they
occur, but most importantly, prevent problems that are potentially
down the road."
"Do you have high cholesterol, diabetes or high blood pressure?
Are you dangerously overweight or even just have a few pounds to
lose? Don't wait until you have a stroke or a heart attack. The RD's
role is to take our expertise based on the current nutrition science
and personalize it to fit your individual lifestyle," Wright says.
Many health insuraace plans now cover visits to a registered
dietitian. In 2002, Medicare began reimbursing for medical nutrition therapy provided by an RD for people with diabetes and kidney disease, and private insurers; increasingly ar Lovering visits to
registered dietitians for treatment of obesity. high blood pressure
and high blood cholesterol levels.
With more than 67,000 members, the American Dietetic
Association is the nation's largest organization of food and nutrition professionals. ADA serves the public by promoting optimal
nutrition, health and well-being. To locate a registered dietitian in
your area, visit the American Dietetic Association at
www.eatright.org.

Lap-Rand seminar
Join Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Bariatric Solutions on
Thursday. March 26 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. for a free seminar
on the Lap-Band AP® system. The seminar will be held in the
MCCH Educational Building located across from the Emergency
Room entrance on 8th Street. To RSVP, or for more information,
call Banatnc Solutions at 762-1547.
The Lap-Band AP® System is a device that is placed around the
upper part of the stomach - often as an outpatient procedure - to
help you feel full sooner and longer. It's a healthy way to lose a significant amount of weight and enjoy long-term results. Unlike gastric bypass surgery, there is no stomach cutting or stapling: plus it's
adjustable for your needs and can even be removed if necessary.
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Kids now under 18 and alive in
Kentucky who will ultimately
die prematurely from smoking
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